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CHAPTER .. I· 
INTRODUCTI9N . 
Today, over 30,000 electronic digital computers are reported in 
use. The production.rate is near 500 machines per month with a pro-
jection of computer installations in the United States to be 60,000 
1 by 1970 and 85,000 by 1975. The phenomenal growth of this technolog-
ical complex industry places a serious demand for well trained men and 
wom~µ.. It is estimated that there are approximately 500,000 trained 
'..'}'"d:: 
personnel needed today in the field of computing with a projected need 
2 for 650,000 by 1970. 
Colleges and universities .have responded to this cont1,.nual·ad-
vancement of digital computers by initiating instruction in computer 
science during the past.decade. This impact of digital computers has 
now reached the secondary schools. Numerous.secondary schools are 
realizing that computational facilities can be used in many ways. 
Digital computers can be useful in the secondary.school level.in 
at least three ways: by.i:itudents.in conjunction with courses; by stu-
dents in vocational and technical programs; and by the school admin7 
istration. This study is primarily concerned with the first of these, 
1 Berkely, Edmund C., The Reference Diary of the Library of Com-
puter and Information Sciences, The Library of Computer andinforma ... 
tion Science, 1966. 
2 Carroll, John M., Careers and Opportunities in Computer Science, 
E. P. Dulton and Co., New York, 1967. 
1 
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and specifically with respect to current; mathematics curricula. 
It.is obvious tha~ there exists a need for many.well trained pro-
fessional and technical people·in the field of computing. The intro~ 
duction of computer usage at the secondary school level.in vocational. 
and technical._ programs _- should help to provide for this del!).and. 3 There 
is another impo:r:tant; and_. currently not. too well recognized aspect of 
computer usage;. the enrichnient of the curriculum for secondary school 
students. In most, subject areas there are problems or projects in._ 
which a computer can be effectivel,y ut:ilized to enlarge the vistas of 
the subject being taught. l;n particular, by making use of the com.,. 
puter, mathematics students may so lye more· meaningful problems which_, 
in turn, will lead to b~tter understanding of-previous concepts.learn-
ed in·mathematics and to some insight to more advanced mathematical 
concepts. Hence, the use of the computer would enrich .and extend the 
student's understanding of.mathematics by his experiencing certain 
events which would otherwise be beyond his reach. 
Purpose.and Significance of the Study 
The implementation of a computer science.program at the secondary 
level primarily involves three major problems: 
(1) lack of computer facilities; 
(2) lack of trained teachers; 
(3) lack.of course _materials at the secondary level. 
Some secqndary schools have comp~ter facilities available now •. Also, 
the.advent-of time-sharing capal;>ilities, the.availability of 
3Tonne, Herbert A., Data Processing Instruction In High School, 
The _Journal of Busineas Educati<;m, October, 1964. 
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second-generation computers, and the proliferation of small·to medium-
size computers throughout industry, colleges, and universities _which 
schools.can have access to a~ reasonable cost, have placed computers 
within the.reach of the secondary schools. The fact that most teachers 
trained. in the field of mathematics .in the past five years and those 
being trained at·the present time _have.training in.computer science 
should provide teachers w:i,th a:t .least some experience with computers.· 
Th~ federal,goveJ;"nment has recognbed the need for trained teachers 
in computer science at the secondary level and is providing training 
through summer institutes and.in-service institutes sponsored by the, 
National Science Foundation •. The problem, tllen, is not so much how· 
to get computers .into the high school or who will teach computing, but, 
how to use them once they are there. 
Henc;:e, thie; study. is two-fold: 
(1) to develop a., one-semes.ter course of study that would se:i;-ve 
as a text and an a:l.d to secondary scho.ol teachers of math-
ematics who want to tea.ch an introductory computer science 
class which would a~ the.same.time .enrich and extend the 
student's und,erstanding of mathematics; 
(2) to identify several feasible alternatives to _the implemen-. 
tation of the developed course of study at the secondary 
level. 
It is believed that this study will have significance for com-
puter sc:i,ence and mathematics education at the secondaJ;"y·school,level 
in t~at it will show how the computer can be used to give a better 
understa,nding of some mathematical concepts and at the ,same time, use. 
mathematics to teach some computer fundamentals. The course will be 
; 
so designed as to give students the opportunity to inquire into and 
discover new concepts in mathematics by the.use of the.computer much 
like _the laboratory assists:the student in physics or chemistry. 
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Realizing computers play an essential role in the operation of 
our modern society.and affect almost every area of human intellectual 
endeavors, the course will provide an opportunity for students to 
acquire a knowledge of computers that will help them be·better_inform-
ed and more productive citizens. 
Further, this study-should be beneficial to those secondary school 
systems interested in seeking computer facilities as it will provide 
the necessary information and costs for establishing sucl:i a facility. 
Use of Terms 
Selected terms used in this study are defined as follows: 
Computer. A large scale electronic digital computer. 
Computer Science. That di!;!cipline involving the design of.com-
puters, the art of numerical mathematics, and the represen-
tation, storage, manipulation, and presentation of informa--
tion. 
Processing. Reading in a computer program and data· by some.· input 
device, executing the instructions, and.printing on paper 
or punching in a .card the requested information by some 
output device. 
Batch Processing. The·processing of several jobs one after the 
other in a cc;,ntinual job stream. · · 
Terminal. A dev:i.bi'''reniote from a large computer system capal;>le 
of sending and receiving information from the central 
compute:r facility. 
Time~Sharing. A system which shares the computer between all of 
the users (terminals) at a given time. 
5 
Turnaround Time. The elapsed time required from the time of sub-
mitta,1 of a,progi;am ui::itil.the program and results are .return-
ed to the user. 
Limitations· 
The following will be .limitations to the study: 
(1) the use of the computer in only the instructional program 
of the secondary school; 
(2) the applications,of·the computer to only one·discipline, 
mat~ematics ;. 
(3) the course will be developed,in theory and will not be .val-
idated by aGtual presentation to a class. 
CHAPTER II 
SELECTED REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Within,the past ten years there has been an increasing interest 
on. the part:of .educators and students in the utilization of.computers. 
This interest in computers has spread throughout the educational sys~ 
tem with some high schqols.introducing computers to their students. 
Th~·need for the intrqduction of computing at the secondary level·is 
supported by a report.of the High School Advisory Board of·the School 
Mathematics Study Group which warned: 
The number of individua.:)..s who will work with. or be 
directly affected by digital computers in the next decade 
will be so great that the entire high sch~ol population 
needs to learn,something about computers. 
The ·.introduction of da~a. · processing at·. the secondary level during 
the.last-five years has contributed to satisfying this need. However, 
most programs.· in data processing at .th:i,s level have· not emphasized· the 
computer and its application.to the sciences but to the application 
2 
of unit record equipment as it relates.to business applications. · 
Schilhab further supports the need for training in computing in 
his statement: 
1Forsythe, Alexander, Math and Computing in High Schools: A 
Bethrothal, Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 57, No. 1, January, 1964. 
2carlberg, Mona, Survey of Data Processing Instruction in Six 
High Schools, TheJournalof Business Education, March, 1966. 
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Since business and industry have·taken advantage of 
computers, it seems essential for students of all.districts 
to be acquainted with this innovation for vocati0nal reasons 
as well a~ to discharge.their responsibilities as-informed 
citizens. 
He also relates the use of computers to the field of mathelllatics 
as .a means of removing the limitations created by the lack of aids in 
solving complex mathematics problems. For y~ars, the only aids in 
solving mathematical problems were logarithms; slide rule, or a desk 
calculator. With the digital computer, students may now solve more 
7 
meaningful problems and this, in turn, will lead to better understand--
ing of mathematical and logical concepts. 
4 Forsythe supports the idea of the introduction of computers in 
mathematics courses because of the numerous algorithms and computa-
tions which .are explicit or implicit-in.all mathematics courses. 
Since the-computer, by use of a machine-independent computer language, 
has been designed for the easy formulation of algorithms, its use in 
this application can contribute a great d.eal to the training of mathe-: 
matics students. 
5 Fred Gruenberger, a mathematician for RAND Corporation, relates 
the learning of computing to that of a.foreign language •. He further 
emphasizes the fact that. it, has be.en shown. that foreign languages, are 
best learned young, and that this is one of the strongest arguments 
for introducing computing in.high .schooL lie lists three other 
3schilhab, Elgin, Digital Computing Drops Into The Curriculum 
Pond, Texas Outlook, Vol. 51, May, .1967. 
4 Forsythe. 
5 Gruenberger, Fred, Computing In-The Secondary.Schools, 
DATAMATION, May, 1964. 
8 
arguments for introducing this subject in the seconda'J,'.'y schools. They 
are: 
(1) the,high school student has less preconceptions and misin-
formation .that will only have to be erased; 
(2) the college-bound student who has had some·computer training 
in.high .school·has a distinct advantage on his arrival on 
campus. It ·is becoming very difficult these days to find a 
college ·.that is computer-free; 
(3) the computer can be used as a teaching device .to make the 
learning of other things (e!g., mathematics) easier or more 
attractive. There ;i.s also a prestige and reward factor to. 
consider in having a computer course available in the. senior 
year.6 
Perq.aps,it is .too early.to try to define exactly what about·com-
puters and computing should be taught.to.high school students, but 
certainly a wide range·of curricula and many.diverse approaches should 
be sought. 
CHAPTER III 
PLAN OF DEVELOPMENl 
The content of tbe course,of study and the alternatives for im-
plementation will be determined by the following: 
(1) a survey of the literature in the field to help identify the 
content appropriate for use in secondary-schools; 
(2) the experience of the author in teaching mathematics and 
computer science at the secondary·and college level; 
(3) consultation with different computer manufacturers to deter-
mine availability o~ second-generati9n computers; 
(4) consultations with computer manufacturers and computer 
centers .. capable of . providing remote. terminal capabilities; 
(5) consultation .with computer.centers in industry, colleges, 
and universities on.availability .of machine-usage for 
secondary schools. 
A preliminary survey of the existing literature,_and · the experience 
of the author in teaching mathematics _and computer science at the 
secon4aryand college level ha:ve been used to establish the rudimen-
tary outline.of the course. 
An introduction to the algorithmic language, FORTRAN, would con-. 
stitute.the first port{on of the course~ To illustrate the .use of the. 
different FOR.TRAN statements, various mathematical· concepts previously .. 
studied by the student would.be used. Some of these concepts would 
9 
include: 
From Informal Mathematics 
Construction of compound interest tables 
Salary.problems 
Finding square roots by.using approximations 
Modular arithmetic 
Non-commutative arithmetic 
From Algebra 
Solving·quadr~tic_equations 
Solying systems of linear equations 
Evaluating determinants 
From Geotnetry 
Solving right.triangles by Pythagorean Theorem 
Calculating approximation to 1T · 
Calc~lating areas and volumes 
From Trigonometry and Advanced Mathematics. 
Testing validity of trigonometric Identities. 
Solving triangles. 
Matrix addition and multiplication 
Statistical calculations (means, median, standard.deviation) 
After some level of competency is.obtained in the use of the. 
various FORTRAN stat~ments, further practice and techniques in pro~ 
gramming would be obtained by the use of the computer in studying 
l.0 
some more.sophisticatec_i mathematical problems. Some of these concepts 
would include: 
Determining if a point lies inside, on, or outside a given 
circle. 
Determine slope of any line given two points on the line. 
Determine Y-intercept of any.- line. 
Determine if lines are parallel or same line. 
Determine if given points are.vertices.of square, rectangle, 
rhombus, or quadralateral. 
Approximating various functions by use of infinite series 
(sin, cos, log, etc.) •. 
Consider. sums· of infinite series (converging and non-converging) •. 
Computing derivatives (by considering definition as.~x+O). 
Topics from number theory. 
Elementary topics from nu~erical analysis. 
Numerical integration. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONTENT ANALYSES AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 
Analysis and Development of An Appropriate Computer Language 
This course of study is writ.ten .for use in the secondary schools 
at the twelf.th grac;le. level for students of mathematics desiring to 
learn.something about the use of an electronic digital computer. The 
twelfth grade is suggested.because the course is so .written as to re-
quire a .mathematical background necessary to begin an introductory, 
course in calculus. Also, it is the.opinion of the author that th~ 
course conten.t would require a certain level of maturity among the 
students if the course.is to be successful. The .material.is so written 
as to make use of the cc;,mputer in solving meaningful mathematical. 
problems and as an ai,d-in understanding abst:ract mathematical concepts 
generally introduced in secondary and undergraduate mathe~atics. 
In order to use the computer one must learn an acceptable lan-
guage that the computer can understand. One way is to learn the par-
ticular machine language of a certain computer. However, this would 
leave the_student with the ability to program only one computer which 
would not be very practical indeed. An·alternc;!.te solution is to learn. 
a language that cari be used on any computer requiring only a compiler 
program for that language which enables the compiler to translate from 
this language to its own machine-language. One-of the more common 
such languages.in-use today, especially in scientific applications, is 
11 
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the FORTRAN language. Although machine languages are highly individ-
ual for each computer, the FORTRAN language is really quite uniform. 
It is designed as a machine-independent language suitable for all com-
puters. However, there are some·computer-to-computer differences 
which can be determined by examining any computer manufacturer's 
FORTRAN Reference Manual. There are many versions.of·FORTRAN, commonly 
named BASIC FORTRAN, FORTRAN II or FORTRAN IV. This course of study 
describes primarily a subset of FORTRAN IV with particular emphasis 
given on the use of the computer as an aid to solve problems and to 
give enrichment to the mathematics curricula. It is the intention .of 
the author to keep this subset as small as possible so the student can 
concentrate on the use of the computer as an aid to study mathematics 
rather than attempting to train professional FORTRAN programmers. 
Functional Units . 
. ,;#.:,,. 
Thei'."e are five basic functional units .in any large scale elec-
tronic·digital computer as shown in Figure 1. 
INPUT MEMORY AR ITH. LOG IC OUTPUT 
UNIT UNIT UNIT UNIT 
I I I I 
L L_ CONTROL _J J 
_, - -
-
UNIT - - -
Figure L Functional.Units 
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The computer is an organizeq grouping of these functional units 
with the units working together to.perform certain tasks at remarkable 
speeds. · The purpose. of each unit is briefly described below. 
Arithmetic-Logic Unit. The arithmetic-logic unit serves as the 
desk ca.lculator of th.e . computer. It performs the four basic operations 
of arithmetic; addition, subtraction, multiplication, ,and division. 
In addition to doing arithmetic, the arithmetic-logic unit can perform 
simple logical operations which consist of examining a number and de-
termining whether it is zero or not and it can examine the sign of a 
number and determine whether it is positive or negative. This unit 
can do these. operations at very high speeds and with perfect accuracy. 
Th~s is its only function •. 
Memory Unit. One of the memory.unit's main function is to supply. 
the arithmetic-logic unit with numbers and to transport them away 
again at speeds comparable to arithmetic speeds. It .has the following 
properties: it .can retain electronic representations of.numbers for 
long periods of time; it can transmit a nUlllber to the arithmetic-logic 
unit in a few millionths of a second; it can receive a number from the 
arithmetic-logic unit and store it, in a few millionths of a second. 
The memory unit must perform an additional function to the above 
function. During the solution of a problem~ tit;. may be necessary to. 
:.)::J~i 
remember thousands of numbers. The memory unit must be able to iden-. 
tify .the values it has stored so it can extract and transmit exactly. 
the one·required by the arithmetic-logic unit upon request. This 
identification is as important·as the. numeric value associated with it. 
The identification problem is solved in the memory unit by being 
organized into many individual "cells" or "memory locations." Each 
14 
cell will hold. a fixed number of digits (varies .with the computer). 
Each cell is labeled with an unique "identifier." Whenever a.number 
is stored in a memory cell h~ving a particular identifier, the number 
can be recqvered by.referring to the particula1." identifier. To illus-
trate, memory may be visualized as.shown in Figure 2. 
A x SUM AREA ROOT NUM 
23.1 57.83 80.93 51.2 0.25 24 
Figure 2. Memory Cells and Identifiers 
The identifier is the quantity shown at the top of each cell: A, 
X, SUM, AREA, ROOT, NUM, etc, The value of the number stored in each 
cell respectively is: 31, 57. 83, 100. 21, 51. 2, 0. 25, 24, etc. The 
selection of the names for the memory cell is entirely arbitrary. If 
we instruct the computer to add the numbers iri memory cells A and X, 
store in memory cell SUM, this result will be saved for later use. 
Also, the number residing in a memory.cell is never destroyed unless 
the programmer ;i.nstructs the computer to place a number in that memory 
cell. For example, if instruction is given to add the numbers in 
memory.cells AREA and ROOT; store·the result in memory.cell.SUM, then 
memory would look as follows in Figure 3: 
15 
A x SUM AREA ROOT. NUM 
23.l 57.83 51.45 51.2 0.25 24 
Figure 3. Memory Cells and Identifiers 
which particular cell the computer selects is of no importance to the 
programmer as long as it doesn't assign two different numbers to the 
same cell. The computer performs .this function with complete accuracy. 
One can think of the memory cells as having "blank" names at the be-
ginning of a problem and as the programmer selects names as cells are 
needed, the computer places numbers in the appropriate cells for fur-
ther use •. 
Control Unit. The memory unit was. described as the unit that 
can provide the arithmetic-logic units at·speeds comparable to that 
of the arithmetic-logic unit. The question is raised: how does the 
arithmetic-logic. unit· know what .calculations. are to be performed'? 
There must be some way to give instructions to·the computer. This is 
the key element which makes the modern computer possible. Th:i,.s prob-
lem is resolved by storing the instructions to the computer in the 
memory unit like problem data. Then these instructions can .. be re-
trieved from memory and executed at speeds comparable to the arithmetic 
speeds. Hence the memory unifserves a dual purpose: stores .both 
problem data (results from calculations) and instructions to the com-
puter. The unit which obtains the.instructions from the memory unit, 
interprets. them, and directs the arithmetic-logic unit, is called the 
control unit. The control·unit is to the computer as the human 
16 
operator is to a desk calculator. The desk calculator operator fol-
lows a list of instructions and translates them into various operations 
by use of the keyboard, Similarly, control unit takes instructions 
from a."list" stored in-the memory unit and translates them into elec-
trical signals, causing the arithmetic-logic unit to perform the de-
sired operations. Likewise, the control unit includes all the cir-
cuitry necessary to perform all functions throughout the computing 
system. 
The question of how the control unit selects the correct instruc-
tion at the right time generally is raised. This is done by having 
all the different instructions to the computer stored internally in 
sequence, one after the other, in a string of memory cells. The first 
instruction step is stored ;in a predetermined cell in memory.so that 
the control unit can go automatically to this cell, retreive the state-
ment, interpret it at electronic speeds, and direct the other units 
to perform the requested operation. Since the instructions are stored 
sequentially, the control unit can automatically determine the next 
instruction. It can then execute-each instruction in sequence, one at 
a time, at the rate of hundreds of thousands each second until the 
last statement or instruction is executed. 
This list of instructions referred to above is called a program,. 
In the case of the FORTRAN language, this program is called the source 
program. The exact·form of these statements or instructions will be 
discussed later. 
Input.Unit. The "list" of statements or instructions discussed 
above and any problem data must somehow be "read" by the computer. 
The computer cannot read from paper, but can only read from its memory. 
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The means for rapidly converting alphabetic characters and numbers 
into a form the computer can accept is done most often by the ordinary 
"tab card" shown by Figure 4. 
··-· " 
,)t-??~~ :7e·~ ~~: t;C D~FG~ I JV:t.M:~;:::·1--.,;}'Tt.1V~-!'>~\'Z -- --"._~+-=•:, •• 
c~.,1: -------·- --
Si'ATEIIEN1 ! :_<>:."RAN STA_T ,:t1::NT IDENTIFICATION 
NUlilBUI 3 
,o O O O 00000000000000000000000000 0000000000 0000001000000000000000 00000000 
1121•1 IIIIIDUUUMDNOGWMDnnNHnunamn»n~u·"··ff~Uri"ftMOUOMMUUMHYPYUV~.~UUUM~UH~nn 1ll41$1'H JIIIIO 
1: 111 11111111. 11111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111 l I 111111111 11111 i 11 
I 
222222i·.2222222222221222222222222222222i22222222 22222222 2:2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2' 22222222 
I 3,33 33333333333_ 33331333 3333333 33333333333333 3333333333333333333333 33333333 
I 
4:4 4 4 44444444444 H444444, 4444444 444444444444 4444444444444444444.44444 444444_44 
5:5 5 5 5 55555555555 55555555 5555555 _555555 _55555555555555555555515555555 55555555 
I 
6&66&6& 6666666 6 i6&6666&6&&&6&666666666666 66666666 616& 6 66 &6666666666 66&&&&66 
I 
1:1111 11 11111111111 11111111 1111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111 
I 
1111111111111i11aa111a .... 8181 •:1111 111 ........... ........ 1111111 111 I 
-~999999j9· 99999999999 99999999 9999999 99999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
•11i,1,,,,.nuDMB•n•••nnnNHanannnuuMn•"·~-«oa"a"~·-·•uUMDMVMUUhQUMMMUAUmn~UHftDHh"• 
.....••. ,. . 
Figure 4. A Punched Card 
Each card has 12 rows numbered as indicated and 80 columns num~-
bered from left to right. Each column has the capacity to contain one 
number, letter, or special character in coded form. The digits 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 are referred to as numeric characters, the letters 
ABC ••• W X Y Z are called alphabetic characters with all other 
characters called special characters. All acceptable characters nu-
meric, alphabetic, or special are called alphameric characters. 
These cards are punched on a machine called a keypunch very much 
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like a typewriter. 
In order for the computer to read the information from the card, 
it must be equipped with an electromechanical device .which can"reaq." 
punched cards and convert .the "holes" into electr:ical impulses. This 
device is called a card reader which can read and transmit up to 
64,000 characters (800 cards) per minute to the computer's memory. 
The card reader is only one of several input units used today. 
Below is a list of some other devices which can be called input units: 
Paper tape reader 
Magnetic tape reader 
Magnetic character reader 
Optical scanner 
The input unit's only job is to read information from outside the 
computer, properly convert it, and transmit·it.to the memory unit~ 
Output Unit. Having performed the instructions and calculatiQns 
the computer must have·a means of providing the requested results to 
the outside world in some recognizable form. 
The-computer must be equipped with a device which can now "read" 
the electronic representations of numbers from the memory unit and. 
convert them into readable form. 
The computer must be equipped with a device which can now "read" 
the.electronic representations of numbers from the memory unit and 
convert them into readable form. The unit which performs this function 
is called the output unit. This unit reverses the ,process of the in-
put unit. The output unit most commonly used is the _on-line printer 
which prints out. the information using the alphameric characters at .. 
the rate of up to 145,200 characters (1100 lines, 132 characters per-
line) per minute. 
Other output units use punched cards, punched paper tape, or 
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magnetic tape~ 
Instruction Statements 
As was explained previously, the key element which makes the 
modern computer possible is the ability to store instructions in memory 
to be retrieved and executed so that the computer can carry out the 
desired tasks. These instructions in any procedure-oriented computer 
language is in the form of a statement. In FORTRAN, every instruction 
statement has two parts; 
(1) Statement Number. This number provides a unique "tag" for 
any statement in a program. This number is used by the pro-
gram when it is necessary to refer to a particular statement. 
Normally only those statements which must be referred to 
within the program are numbered. The statement number may 
be 1 or any·greater number not exceeding 5 digits. The max-
imum statement number allowed varies with the compiler for 
the particular computer in use. Generally, this is 99999. 
Statement; numbers may be assigned without regard· to .. or°~~-~ 
or sequence,. but no two statements may be assigned th~e?;same · 
statement number. The statement number.is keypunched on a 
FORTRAN statement card right justified in columns 1 to 5. 
Right justified means the statement number is placed in the 
five-columnfield so that the units digit is in column So 
(2) Staterµent Body. This is the main part·of an instruction 
statement. It tells the computer what operations to perform. 
The statements vary in length, but must begin.in column 7 on 
the FORTRAN statement card and may possibly extent to column 
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72 inclusive. Each statement is on a separate card. It 
is possible to continue one statement on more than one card, 
but will be discussed in a later section. 
Instructions statements are classified either executable or non-
executable statements. The executable statements tell the computer 
what to do next. The nonexecutable statements are descriptive in 
purpose. As each of the FORTRAN instruction statements are described 
in later sections, they will be classified as either executable or 
nonexecutable. 
Instruction statements are written in a list, one after the other. 
Together, they form a program. Each statement must be written with 
absolute accuracy. After placing the statements on the FORTRAN state-
ment card as described above, the deck of cards is called the source 
deck. The order of the cards in the source deck is very important as 
they will read into memory and execute in that sequence. 
An example of FORTRAN source deck is shown in Figure 5. 
,i. 
FORTRAN ST A TEMENT 
o,o O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O o. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ooooffio O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 
1J11t5i 11u1onuu1t~~»~~~ttnnu~nnn~~u»n~~-v~~tUt1uuM~~t1uo~~~~~~~~~~~~u»~~~ITT6161mnn11Hm%11n~M 
1:11111·111111111111111111111.11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111; 1·1 
I 
2:2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 .2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 11 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 H 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 n 2 2 2 2 
I 
,3 J J J J J J J 33 J J J 3 3 J J l3 J J J 1 3 J J 3 J J J J J 3 3 J 3 3J J 3 3 J J .J J J J J J 3 J 3 J J J J J J J J J J 3 J J J J J J J 3 J J J J J J J 3 
I 
4:4 ~ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 : 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 H 4 1. 4 4 4 q 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
s:s 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 .5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
I ,., 
6:1·6 6 6 6 6 . 6 6 6 i. 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 G 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 H 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 ij 6 6 6 
1:11111111111111111111111111111111 ,..11111111111111111111111111 2 ·11111 U 11111111111 1 
I 
s:1111 8 8 • Ii I 8 111 8 111 8 1111 8 8 i I I 11 111111 a.& 11111111111 8 8 11 8 I 8 .1 i 8 8 8 I I 8 8 .8 8 8 8 ! 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 a 
s:s s a a s s s s a 1. s a 9 as s s a s I s s s s s s a a a a 1 9 s s s s s 1 1 1 a 1 1 a a I as a a s I a s s s a s ; 1 o a a a a s a I n s I s s g 1 1 1 1 
Ip l t S I ~~~;~II~ ll U 14 IS.Ii O 11112011 tl2JlU5l& lHllUClll llllll l~llJIJIIJl40414HH4 tHI 11 4141511$1 ~~H45~SUI~ ~l051'l lHH56&81GU9JO n 1 11111~ IS II Ii 198 
Figure 5. FORTRAN Source Deck 
Exercise 1. 
1.1 What is meant by an executable and nonexecutable statement? 
1.2 What is the purpose of a statement number? 
1.3 A number is to be placed in columns 10 to 20 right justified, 
Explain. 
Data 
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One of the first considerations in writing a program is the input 
and output data. The input data is recorded on one of the previous 
mentioned medium and then is "read" into the memory unit. This study 
will restrict itself to using only the punched or tab card as the in-
put medium. 
There are two basic types of data; alphameric (alphebatic~ numertc, 
or special characters) and numeric (numbers). Again, this study will 
restrict itself to numeric data. 
An example of numeric data placed on a card is shown in Figure 6, 
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F'ORTRAN STATEMENT IDENTIFICATION 
o~~~·; o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o oTITiil o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
112 345IiJl11101112!3141515 11 \B 1920212223242~21i2l282930J13233343536313B3S4041424H44541i414649505152~354555,$5JSl596061626J&46~6E6l6869l0 II 12 ll 141~16 ll 18/~80 
1:1111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 i 11 
2:2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 '2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 11 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 
I ' 
i:J, : J J J J J J 3 3 3 J 3 , 3 J J 3 3 J 3 3 3 3. 3 J 3 J J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 J 3 J J 3 3 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3,3 3 J J J J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
4:444444:· 4444: 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444~44444444444444444 I . . . . 
5:5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
~666i6666666666666666666666666666666166666~666666666666666666666666666666666666l 
I 
1:111 7 11 7 11 7 11 7 . 7 7 71111 7 7 l 7 7 1111111111111111111 7 11 1 111111111111111 7 11 J 11111111 7 11 
8:8 8 · a a 8 a 8 8 a 8.8 8 a a a 8 a 8 1 8 8 8 a ea 11 8 u a 8 a 8 8 as 111888a181 au 8 s s a 8 a 8 1 a 8 8 a· a a 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 a I e 
I 
~9999999999999999 ·99999999999JJ999999999199J9199Sll99999999999999999999999999999 
,:2 3 4 5 6 1 I 9 Ul\112131415\li IHl·ll2Uf222J_24252i272i-?8-30313Z33-.34)5.3i·3l":II-U·.,a·R424l.44.S'4S''U'48'4U0:51"5H3;5t'~-5',U·SUUO.lil6263'UHUJU6910nl2l,ll4l5Jli,ll Ji:19811 
..... 6.151 
Figure 6. Data .Card 
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The above example shows four separate divisions on the card. Each of 
these divisions is called a field. Hence, the first field consists of 
five columns and contains the real number 3.5; the second field con-
sists of three columns and contains the integer -4f~ the third field con-
sists of ten columns and contains the .real number 457.89; the fourth 
field consists of seven columns and.contains the integer,12. 
All numeric da,ta p:i:;epared for input on a tab card must.conform to 
the following rules: 
(1) Numeric values will have .an algebraic sign. If a positive 
number, a+ sign .or blank may precede the number; If a 
negative number, the.- sign is required. 
(2) Blanks are not allowed embedded within a numeric quantity •. 
i.e., 345~6 (~ denotes a blank column) would be read as. 
34506 instead of 3456 since blanks are.generally read as. 
zero. 
(3) Numeric data may be real or integer (defined in next 
section). 
Integer Pata. An integer number is a decimal number (formed with 
digits O through 9 of the decimal system) with no decimal point. The 
number of digits in the.integer and its magnit1,1de are limited and de-
pend on.the particular computer in use (check computer manufacturer's 
FORTRAN Reference Manual). In general, any integer.having one to five 
digits having a magnitude not exceeding 99999 will be acceptable. 
Some examples are-as follows: 
5 -325 0 10235 -57 
The numbers described above are sometimes referred to as fixed numbers. 
Fixed in. that the de.cimal point is always considered fixed inunediately 
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following the last digit. 
Real Data. A real number is a decimal number with a decimal 
point. The number of significant digits .and its magnitude are limited 
and again depend on the particular computer in use. In general, any 
real number having one to six significant digits and its magnitude not 
exceeding limits 10±38 will be acceptable. Some examples are as 
follows: 
-4.1 .35 0.0 -8. 
Real numbers can be in several different forms. This study is 
restricted to two different forms •. In addition to the above form, 
real numbers can be in exponential form. For an example, consider the 
number 
.. 5715E-03 
The true value in this case.is 
. 5715 X 10-3 = .0005714 
Hence, the purpose of the exponent is to relocate the decimaLpoint in 
the real number. Further examples of numbers in exponential form ac~ 
ceptable both for input and output data are: 
E-Form 
2.73E+Ol 
-0.512E-03 
5.0E+OO 
0.12345E+l0 
True Value 
27.3 
-.000512 
5.0 
1234500000. 
The exponential form is used when dealing with very small and 
very large real n~mber. By using this form, one is a~sured of retain-
ing a certain·number of significant digits. Generally, the exponential 
form is used in output data only; but can be used for both input .and 
output data. 
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Exercise 2. 
2.1 What is the main difference between integer data and real data? 
2.2 When is the exponential form of areal number generally used? 
2.3 The following data card has how many different fields? 
2~ -E.l. ::>. .2E+O;:, -?:.'; 
'· Cco~~: .. r 
! FC_)RTRAN STATEMENT IOENTIFICATION ST~::::1 NUY8£H 
0,0 0 0 0 000000000000000000 'OOOOOOOOOOODDDOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOODOODO~ODOOOOOD 00000000 
111l45 6 1 I t 10 11121314 15 la 11 It \ll 11111111324251611 ZlltJII JI l2J334 35Jil1ll311,4041 '2434' 4546 4104HQ 5! 52Sl54 555551Si59511&162 63 646~66616i69 JO II 12 n 1, 1~ 1s n 1119 eo 
1:11,11 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I 1 111 i II 
I 
. · · •• , n 7 7 7 2 222 222 22 22 2 7' , •••. . ""22 
2.4 Identify the type of data in each of the fields in the above 
I 
data card. 
2.7 Give the true value of each of the following real data given in 
exponential form. 
a. 35.lE-02 b. -.789E+06 c. 8.356E+OO 
Input/Output. 
Once integer or real data is placed on a card, the computer must 
"read" this information into its memory before any desired calc-qlations. 
or manipulation of this data can be performed. Likewise, a statement 
is needed to convert data from the form in which they are stored in 
memory into the form in which they are to appear in the output. To 
accomplish this task, thecFORMAT, READ, and WRITE statements exist. 
For input the FORMAT statement contains information which is used by 
,the compiler to determine the type data and the location of this data 
on the card. For output, the FORMAT statement contains information 
which is used in converting data from the form in which it is in memory 
into the form they are.to appear in the output. The FORMAT statement 
is .a nonexecutable statement which is used in. conjunction with the 
READ anq WRITE statements. The general form of tl;le FORMAT statement 
is: 
' s ) m 
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Then is a statement number and the s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , .••• , sm is an ordered 
series of specifications. The commas separating the specifications 
are required. Each specification describes the type of data and where 
each is located on the card~ The order of the specifications must cor~ 
respond to·the order of the data: on the input or output record. 
This study will restrict discussion of only three specification 
forms for numeric data. The generalforms are as follows: 
Specification Type of Field 
(1) Iw Integer 
(2) Fw.d Real without exponent 
(3) Ew.d Real with exponent 
The I, F, and E indi~ate·the type of field, w indicates the width 
of the field, and d. indicates the position of the decimal point. For 
w, the number of columns in the entire fi~ld·is given. Ford, the 
number of digits desired to retain to.the right of the decimal point. 
As an example consider the following card. 
l:5. 78 :0.2 O. 245f+1)S 
.. 
-l"-FOII .... ~
" FORTRAN STATEMENT 10£'NT1f'ICATION STATEMENl 
NUMIER. 
:00000000~0000 000000 000000000000000000000000800000000000~00000000 00000000 010 0 DD 
112141 11~11DhQflMBRU~~m~nnuHnnaanuuu~-»nanq~uU44UUQUffHMMUM~~~HHUMUP""~~NHmn, 13141'18111111980 
111111 1111111111111111111111111111(111111.11.111111111111111111111111111111 11111; II 
I 
222222222· 222222 ·222i222222t22~2222i2222222222222222222222222221222 22222222 2i2222 
a:33 33 
I 
3 3, 3 3 3 3 3: 3 3 ! 3 3 3' 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 33 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 3333 33 3 33 3 33 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3 33333333 
•:4444 41, , ; ; , H 4 44 4 44 4 44 '.. 4 4 4 44 44 4 U 4 4 44 4 44 4 44 44 44 44 4 4 4 4 H 44 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4444444.4 
5:5 5 5 5 , ,,,55555555555555 i::55 ·s5ss55555555ss5u5555555555~555555555ss5s555 55555555 
I 
6&6~6666666666666666 :1&&66~666666666666666&66&6666666&6&6&6666&&&66 8&666666 618 66 6 
I 
1:1111 111. 111111111111111111111111117111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111 
I 
•:8 I I 8 I 8 I 1111811111· 8188 ·1111111111•1~111111111111181811111811118111taa 8 8 I 88 I 8 S 
~99999999999999999999199999999999999~9999999999999999999199999999999999999999999 
,Ja :I 4 5 I 1 I I llf111213141511 n 111120212UJ2U52121H2131131:U:333U531313131411142U44414Ul4141111M_~Sl~55-S!tlHl,11.601U2H~IHIIHIHJD1tJ 131415Nin11JU 
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The card has three numeric fields, call them A, N, and B. A is punched 
in columns 1 through 10 and has the value of -5.78; N is punched in 
columns 11 through 15 and has the value of 32; Bis punched in coiumns 
16 through 28 and has the value of +0.245E+05. A and Bare real data 
and N is integer data. A FORMAT statement that could be used to read 
in this card would be: 
100 FORMAT (Fl0.2, IS, El3.3) 
The 100 is the statement number and Fl0.2, IS, and El3.3 are the 
specifications describing the data fields on the card from left to 
right. 
Fl0.2 describes the first datum as.real data with the 
field width of 10 columns and having 2 digits to·the 
right of the decimal point. 
IS describes the second datum as integer data with the 
field width of 5 columns. 
El3.3 describes the third datum as real data in expo-
nential form with the field width of 13 columns and 
having 3 digits to the right of the decimal point. 
More discussion and examples on the FORMAT statement and specifi-
cations will follow throughout the entire course of study. 
READ Statement. The FORMAT·statement describes to the computer 
the type.data and where it is located on the card. There must be an 
instruction that will cause the"1::ornputer to "read" this data from the 
card and place it in memory. The READ statement performs this task. 
The general form.of the READ staternent is as follows: 
READ (i,n) list 
Most computer systems have several different type of input units. The 
i designates the particular input unit. For this discussion, the num-
her 5 will represent the card reader as the input unit. The card 
reader will be the only input unit used in thi~ study. 
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Then represents the statement number associated with the FORMAT 
statement which applies to the particular input record to be read. 
For list the programmer substitutes an ordered series of variable 
names separat~d by commas. Valid variable names will be explained in 
the next section. For the time, single letters of the alphabet will 
be used for variable names. The letters l, J, K, L, M, and N repre-
sent integer quantities while all other letters of the alphabet stand 
for real quantities. The order of the list must be consistent with the 
left to right order of the data placed on the data card. When the READ 
statement is executed, numeric values are transferred from the punched 
card and appear in the selected memory cells labeled by the variable 
names in the list. These values remain in the memory cells indefinite-
ly for use by other instruction statements, unless the program does 
something to change them. 
As an example of a READ statement can a FORMAT statement, con-
sider the following: 
100 FORMAT (Fl0.2, 15) 
READ (5,100) A, N 
rhe above READ statement indicates the input unit is to be the 
card reader (number 5). The FORMAT statement associated with this 
READ statement is the statement with statement number 100. The list 
contains two variables, A and N. Note A is a real variable and N is 
an integer variable. Hence, the specifications must agree with the 
corresponding variables. Thus Fl0.2 for the variable A and 15 for the 
variable N. The number for A is in columns 1-10 and the number for N 
is in columns 11-15. The particular data card might be as follows: 
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---
.).~::). (".'.;"; 
~~ : FORTRAN STATEMENT IDENTIFICATION STATEMEN'I, 
HUUBER § 
010 DO O 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 00000000:-
,123,s 11111onuuMeqnmmmnnnuaanna~~""~~anxuuauuk~MQUffH~NUk~~PMena~~Mnu11Mumn~ J314l518T/791Uil. 
1:1111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11 111 i ti' 
I 
2222222t 2:2222 22222222. 2222i22222222222221222222222222222222222222222222222222222 
3:33 3 3 3 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 3 3 3 3 3 3 3l 
I 
4:44 44 4 44 444444444141444444444444444444444444444444444144444444444444444 44444444 
5:5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5, 5 5 5 5. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5"5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5-5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55555555 
I 
616 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6. 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 66 6 6 6 66 6 ·6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6666666~ 
I 
1:1111 l 11 l 1 l l l l l l 11 11 11 11 1 11 1 11 1 11 11 11117 111 111111111111111111111111 l l l l l 11111111, 
I 
' s:s 8 8 18 8 8888Bi~B88888888888888898888888888188188888818888888888888888888 B 8 81888 8 
s:9 9 9 9 9999999999999l~9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 99.999999 
112111 1111~uUUM§~n•wman»NHnnann"u~~~anunu~uuMffff~UffNnu~~••PMDNUUQMHU~Uunnn 1314Jl161J11111lil 
The FORMAT statement can be placed anywhere in the soµrce program with 
only a few exceptions which will be discussed in later sections. That 
is, the FORMAT statement associated with a particular READ statement 
may be placed before or after the READ statement. 
Now consider the following card having real numbers in the first 
two fields and integers in the next two fields. 
~rf: ... ~. 2.1..~:+0.f., 5 -~t=.~ 
,c-ro:::,n gr-----~ 10£NTlFICATION rAT£MEHT t 
-
FORTRAN STATEMENT_ 
-
NUMBER 3 
o,o O O O D O O O O O., 0 Q.. 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DD O O OU O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O O 00 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 iJ O O O O O O O O 00000000 
1h, • m s1•1101iaUM~RUddmnnnu~~nffHBflllUMH~»•n~~ua«U~41QUU~~UMU~AHHUIIUQH~HflUHNHI 7114151811 J&ISIO 
1:1111 I I 11111111111111 I 11111111111 i 11111111111111111111 I 111111 rt 111111111 11111111 
I 
2:2222 2222Ll22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 2222222~ 
3:3 3 ii 3 33333U3333333333333333333333133333333333333333333t33333333313333333 33333333 
I 
4:4H4 4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 44444444 
s:s s s E 55555s5n5s5s5tnsss5s51!J55ss5555s55555555555555555ss555555ssss~s5555 55555555 
I 
U6666&&&16l&666666&&666U&&66666&666t&&6&6,66&66&6&&66666666~6&&6666 616 &6 6 66666666 
I 
1:0 111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111 
I 
•:BIIB 88118l8BIIBB8811Bf8118BBl118188118818118811181881181tlllll8888188B8 BBBBBBBB. 
9ls 99 9 999~99l99999999999991999099999999999999999999999999999999999999999~ 99999999 
t123tS ,11,1anUDMUNRUR~~nnNHHnan~~u~~HaUDHU~U0~6UUUffH~UUMU~UNU~~"UMUUUUUmn1 JHl 151111167911( 
Appropriate READ and FORMAT statements would be as follows: 
101 FORMAT (F6.2, El0.1, 14, IlO) 
READ (5,101) X, Y, I, J 
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The selection of the variables X, Y, I, and J need only be based 
on the mode or type of numbers being read. i.e., real or integer. 
After this READ statement is executed, the real number -78.56 will be 
contained in memory cell named X, the real number 2.0E+06 will be con-
tained in memory cell named Y, the integer 5 will be contained in 
memory cell named I, and the integer -569 will be contained in memory 
cell named J. Although reference is made to the variable name, the 
number associated with the variable name is what is used in the desired 
operations. Thus, another way to think of the above procedure is as 
follows: 
Xis defined as -78.56 
Y is defined as +2.0E+06 
I is defined as +5 
J is defined as -569 
As a last example consider the following card and statements: 
T::i !',('.') l ii.'!::) 
:: 
~~ 
' STATEMENl FORTRA":! STATEMENT IOENTIFICAtlON 
NUMBER ! 
o,o O O O oooooooooooooooeoooooooooaaooioooooooooooooooooooaoooooooo~oooooooo 00000000 
112J45 61111011unu~•nuam~n"Hn2&nDH~nUDHH~UXU@~~u"~-~QU~MHU~H~~MU~MUU~""~"UmTII 13kl5l&U7AIUO 
•IHI 11 111. I [ [ I 11111111 I I I I I I I I I.I I 1111 I I I I 11 I I I I II 11 t II ll 1 I 111 I I 11 I I I I I I I I I I l I 111 i 11 
I 
2:2222 2222222222222222222212222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 b2212222 
· 3:33 33 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 [ [ J J 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 33 3 3l 3 3 3 3 3 3 33 3 3 3 l3 33 3 l3 3 3 33 3 3 3 3l 3 3 3 33333333 
·I 
4:4444 4~44444444444444LJ44444444444(44444444444444444444444444444444444444 44444444 
5:s 5 e,5 555H5555555555555~5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 H555555 
I 
6~6666~6666666666666&666666&&6666666666666666666&66666!666666666666 616 6 6 6 6.6666666 
I 
1:1111 11 a 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111 
I . 
8:8 BB 8 888888888888818188888188188881888888811888888188888188188888888~818 U888888 
s:9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 
,112 .14 6 I 71 IIDIIIZ131415llll111121121H2U4Ho26212121JD313Ul:M3531U:111394041424UHl45414HIIDIIIHJ5tli5SUJ515111111Z63Ml5&1ilJH8910Tit 11Ml5J6TIJIJUI 
_1111188111_1., •. 
102 FORMAT (I5, Fl0.3, F15.1) 
READ (5,102) K, A, B 
After execution of the READ statement 
K is defined as +150 
A is defined as -6.751 
Bis defined as +3.4500 
Careful note should be made of this example. K is defined as 
150 instead of 15 since the number 15 is not right-justified in the 
field and a blank is read as a zero by most compilers. A is defined 
as -6.751 instead of -6751 because of the specification Fl0.3 in the 
FORMAT statement and the absence of a decimal point, Since din the 
general form Fw.d is 3, the decimal point will be placed 3 places to 
the right of the units digits. 
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Bis defined as 3.45 instead of 34.5 since the presence of the 
decimal point in the number over-rides the decimal point placement 
indicated by the format specification. If the decimal point is punch-
ed, the placing of the number anywhere in the indicated data field 
(w in Fw.d) will give the same result. i.e., 3.45 in this case will 
actually be read in as +3.4500 which is the same value. 
WRITE Statement. The purpose of the WRITE statement is to pro-
duce on an output medium, information stored in the memory. The gen-
eral form corresponds to the general form of the READ statement. 
The general form is as follows: 
WRITE (i,n) list 
The i, n, and list have the same meaning as in the READ statement. 
The output unit used in this study will be ·e-ither the card punch (unit 
number 7) or the on-line printer (unit number 6). 
Suppose the memory cells named T, V, and I contain respectively 
-456.2, 23.1E+06, and 512. i.e., Tis defined as -456.2, Vis defined 
as 23.2E+06, and I is defined as 512. After the following WRITE 
statement was executed, the values would appear on a punched card as 
follows: 
104 FORMAT (El0.3, Fl0.2, 15) 
WRITE (7,104) V, T,. I 
+f1.2: .. J . :+Of -4~!-i.211 +5!.2 
' 
,, 
·11 I Ii· 
~~ ii FORTRAN STATEMENT STATEM[Nl ! 
· NUYBEA ! 
o,. 0 0 0 000' 00000000 00 0000 0000000000000000 0 0000 0 0 0 000000 ODO 0000 0 oiloo O O 000 0 
1h l 4 5 ,, 1 ~ 1o"~~wu~u•m~~n"~u~unaro~nnM"~"~Jg~~uu«tt~~tt~~M~~~"Mv~u~~~nH~U~J6B69ronn 
,:1111 I I I I, 1 I 11 11 I 11 I I I I j,-1 I I I I 111111 I I I I I 1 I 1 I I 111 I 11 I I 1 11 l 1 I I 11 l 1 l 1 l l I I I l 
I 
2 112121°111 2 2 2 '2 2 2 2 2: j 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2:2 2 i 2 
3:3' 3 333333333333: 333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
I 
444444444: 444j4444444444444444444i444444444444444444444444444444444 4:H44 
s:5 5 s s 5 . 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 · 5 -~ 5 5 5 5 , 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 B 5 5 5 5 5 5 5. 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
I 66i 6' 666666: 6666''66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 ,au 6 
I 
1:1111 1111111_ 111111111111111111111111111 l 111111111111111111111 l 1111111111 
.. 
I 
8 88 8188 8 888 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 B 888888818 8 8 88 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 •8, I 8 88, 181888888 881 I. 
IDENTIFICATION 
00000000 
)31()516Tl181980 
l I 111111 
222.222.22 
33333333 
44444444 
5H55555 
6 °6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
11111111 
88888888 
9:99 99 999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 11111Dtt~DHU~n•m~~un~HUHHNHn»u~»~uuu~~UU«UQ~UU~~u~~~~~M9U~UU~~"v"~ronnn~~n11n19~0 112 J 45 
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Special care must be made to provide a sufficiently wide output field 
in the FORMAT statement used for output. If the output field has 
fewer columns than the value in memory being punched or printed, a 
truncation may occur or the error may halt execution of the program. 
When integers are truncated, the leftmost digits are lost whereas the 
rightmost digits are lost when real numbers are truncated. If a field 
specification is larger than needed, no error will occur and blanks 
will appear in the unused columns on the left side of the quantity in 
the output field. 
The exact number of columns for each of the data specifications, 
I, F, and E, needed on output will vary with the particular computer 
in use. However, in general the following rules should be followed: 
Iw 
Fw.d 
w should allow for the number of digits in 
the integer plus one column for the sign. 
w ~ d + 3. The 3 extra columns allows for 
the sign, leading zero (if number is less 
than one), and decimal point. 
Ew.d w ~d + 7. The 7 extra columns.allows for 
the.sign, leading zero, decimal.point,·letter, 
E, exponent sign, and a two digit e~ponent. 
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Below are.several examples showing the output of the,given number 
for a particular specification. 
A= -32.756 
Specification Output 
Fl0.2 ~~~~-32.75 
F7.3 -32.756 
F6.3 · error 
FS.O ~-32. 
El0.3 -0.327E+02 
E12.5 -0.32756E+02 
E9.3 error 
N = +127 
Specification Output 
14 +127 
IS ~+127 
I3 error 
12 error 
STOP and END Statement 
It was discussed earlier that a program written.in a language 
such as FORTRAN must be translated into the acceptable machine language 
for the particular computer before it can be executed. Th~ program 
used to translate the program is called a compiler. Hence, the source 
program (FORTRAN program) must be read into memory by the compiler and 
translated into the object program. The compiler must know when it has 
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compiled all of the statements in the source program, The END state-
ment (nonexecutable) in the source program serves this function. 
Therefore it must be the last instruction or statement in every FORTRAN 
source program. Once a FORTRAN source program is compiled into the 
object program, the object program is executed. The computer must have 
an instruction as to when execution is to be terminated. The STOP 
statement in the FORTRAN source program performs this function. It is 
possible that a FORTRAN source program will contain more than one STOP 
statement. 
The general form of the STOP and END statements are as follows: 
STOP 
END 
Note: It is not always true that a STOP statement immediately precedes 
the END statement, but generally it is the case. Exception to this 
will be demonstrated in later sections. 
Sample Problem 1: Write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the 
following tasks: 
a. Read from the following data card values for N, A, and B. 
,. -34 PE. 5 -~, 1 .. 
l....JL.___:jl~ ~~~~~~~~~~-'---'-~~~~~~-~~~-; Ccor::., ! .. 
~! I! FORTRAN STATEMENT IDENTIF1CATID•;, 
o;~·; O: O O O O O O O O O O O O 8 0 0 DO O O O O O O ODO O O O O O 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 DD D DO iJ D.D O O O O O O O O DO O O O t 
1lz 3 4 5 f 1 I 110 111213 M 15tl 1111112021 H232'252&212821JD313HIK1531131313U04142434445464141.495051 nll545151$151159&0616U3Hl511B~lUHJD11 J 13 J4'P.i11 n ll 19i{l 
1:1111111111 11 l[JI I 11 I 11 I 1111 I I 11111111111.11111 l'l 111 11 I 1111111, 11111111111 1 111 11 l II: 
I . . . . . ... . . 
2:22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2. 
~33~3333l333rnB3333)33333333333333333333J333333333333333333333333333333333333333l 
I 
4~44[4444444444444444444~4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444 
~sssss5ssnssssssssssssssssssssssssssss~sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
s:&i&1&&0&&&&&&&&&&&&a&&&s&·a&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&~&,&&&&&&&~&a&&&&&& 
I .· . 
1:1111111111111111111111 n 111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111111111 
I . . . . . 
~18888IB0888Bl818888118881111188811881888818888888888888888881118111888888888888 
~99999999999999999~999999999999999999999999999999999999999999~&19999999999999999 
Ill :s 4 5 I 7 1. 118 n 12 d M 15l& p 111112011 H2324252611212Sl03132333U53&3J31394041424l44454&41414!1IOll 5HU4Hll51515UD1i1Ulll41151~11.11~10.11~13141516111&1!111 
1~•~_•111~.~il.:?'.::7F;;.,:. -.·'.·. :.-'' ... ~.~·· ·--~4·--.. ·-··-~-·-·· 
1 567 
b. Write out.on the on-line printer the values.for N, A, 
and Bas follows: 
A in columns 2-10 in F-specification retaining two. 
digits to the right.of the decimal point. 
Bin columns 11-20 in E-specification retaining 
three decimal digits to the right of the.decimal 
point. 
N in columns 21-25 in I-specification. 
c •. Terminate execution. 
Program·for Sample Problem 1 
C STUDENT NAME 
C SAMPLE PROBLEM 1 
100 FORMAT(IS, FlO.O, F5.0), 
101 FORMAT(lX, F9.2, El0.3, IS) 
READ(S,lOO)N, A, B 
WRITE(6,l01) A, B, N 
STOP 
END 
The output 
1 
0 
would be 
2 
0 
as foilows 
2 
from the on~line printer: 
5 
86.50 -3.000 -34 
~---------_..;.....---~ 
·----
.... 
Notice the lX in FORMAT statement having statement.number 101. The 
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1 
3 
2 
Xis another format specification which is for blank data. The general 
form is 
wX 
On input, w columns of the input record are ignored regardless of what 
they actually contain. On output, w blank characters are inserted in 
the output record. The lX places a blank character in the first 
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column. On an on-line printer, the first column is generally reserved 
for carriage control. i.e., the character printed in column one de-
termines whether printed lines are single-spaced, double-spaced, etc, 
A blank character is for single-spaced. For further discussion of 
carriage control, the FORTRAN Reference Manual should be checked. 
Also, notice the lett.er C in column 1 of the first two lines or 
cards of the source program. These cards may then be used for written 
comments. These comments become a part of the source deck, but will 
not affect operation of the program. Whenever the program is printed, 
the comments will appear among the instruction statements just as they 
appear on the.cards. Such cards are referred to as comment cards. 
These cards are convenient as "notes" or "reminders" to the program"'." 
mer, 
Each of the above.lines written in the program will be placed on 
a tab card. Columns 1-5 are used for statement numbers, co.lumn 6 
should be blank, with the FORTRAN statement beginning in column 7. 
Exercise 3. 
3.1 What are the three specification forms for numeric data? 
3.2 The STOP statement is to stop 
The END statement is to stop 
-------
3.3 What is a "list"? 
3. 4 After the following program segment was executed with the da'ta 
card as follows, what would the memory cells A and B contain? 
100 FORMAT(Fl0.2, Fl0.3) 
READ(S,100) A, B 
3.5 
3,6 
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~. S' i~~ 7 
IC,o!!:... ~ I 
STAT[MOfl 'FORTRAN STATEMENT 1C(MTl11CATION 
NU118Elt ii 
D,O O O D 0 0 00 QDOO O ODO DO 00 00000 0 ODO DO O 0000 0 00 00000 00000 00 0 000000 0 0 0 00 0 0 00000 0 00000000 
1'1 J., 111·1~nuuw~~nw~nv11n~~nnH"•nunwp-u•Hnuunk~"''uu~~uw~u~u~u"~nUMCNllUtt~nn u_111111 n hittlO 
1:1,111 11111111111 I I I I 1111 11 I 11 111 111 I I I I I I 11 I f I I 11 11 I I I I I 11 I I I I 111 I l I I I I 1111 ii 11 
' 2:2 22 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2122 2 22 2 2 2 2 212 2 22H 2 22 222 2 2 2 2 2 2 22 n 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 22222212 
1:JJ l J 3 llll)JllJJJJJJllllllllllllllllJIJIJIIIIJ!JIIIJIIIIIJJllllJIJJJJ3 Jl J 131 J J 
' 
~:4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 44 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 44 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44414444 
5:5 5 5 5 5 5 5 555555:5 5 5 55555 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 ;5555555 
' 616661 6666666666666 6 6666 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 66 6 6 666 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 66666666 
' 1:n 11 1111 ii 11111111 111111111111 ll l ll l I l l l l l l I ll l ll l ll II ll l l l l I 11111111 l 11111111 
I 
1'8 11 I 11 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111881111111111111118!811! 18111818 
' 9:99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 S 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 S 9 9 99999999 
111 l 4 ~ I 11,1onqnuG~UMnnnnnHnnflNHMnnuwn•»••~UUU~d-UUdUUU»MUMUMUUll~UMCU,1"tt~n1 IJ N "Ill/ IIH.r 
Write a FORMAT statement and a READ statement.to read in the data 
fields of the following card. (There are 4 data fields) 
lP .5 -?.S ?.2~~-1!4 
C,,:::.,: 
5TAT(loi0 !_ 
tlUW&R i':, 
FORTRAN STATEMENT tDOIJlrlC,!ITION 
0,0 0 0 0 D 0000 00 0 0 00 DD O O O O 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ODO O O O O O O O O 00000000 
1'2 l C 5 ~ 1a11011Q~M~1&1/~"~""n~nHnnn~~»n~~•J1Mu4oac1c1"u«c1c1n~~1»~~~~"~tt~,1u•)~•~us1~,,ro11n ll Jt !~ 16 I) 11 il IU 
1:1111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 I 1 I II l I I 
I 
2:112 1 12222 ,22 2222222222221222222221222222121221222222221112222222212211 112 2 2 2 2 2 
J:33 31 J 3 J l J J 3 3 I 3 J 3 3 J 3 J 3 3 3 3 3 l J 3 3 3 3 J J 3 3 J 3 J JJ J 3 J 3 I J J J J 3 J J 3 J J 3 3 3 J 3 I 3 J J J J J 31131333 
I 
414'4 4 4 
I 
44444444444444 , 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4, 4 • 4 4 4 4 • • 44 4, 44 4, 4 4 4, 4 4,, 4 4, 4 4 n • 4 44444444 
5js55555 5 5 5 5 5' 5 5 5 5 555 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55 5 5 55 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 55555555 
I 
6,6 6 6 6 
' 
6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 66666666 
1: Ill l l l l l l l l 7 l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l I 11 l l ll ll l l I l l l I l l l l ll l l 1111111 l 1 7 11 111 1 l 111111 I I 
I 
8•! 111 
' 
I 8 8 8181 8!18Blllll18!11118illllilllliil!l8811i!IBll!888BBB8188888 B 8 8 8 8 88 8 
9:9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 S 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99999999 
111 l 4 I I I I I lDU It ll It 151& 0 II IIN?ll1JlHH~ll1•11:lllllll31UJUllJJIH4QCl'70"''"41U41~S1 »n!l4U~~l'.i4,UC1i,1Ulli4&,lllfii61IOTI I, tilt l?. hi 111·"~ 
Given the data cards and the statements below, what would be the 
value of the variables after the statements were executed? 
1 FORMAT(FlO.l, FlO.l) 
READ(S,l) A, B 
READ(S,l) C, D 
.... ,~.. ~,";,;" FORTRAN STATEMENT ,w,,., ... ,. I 
- . I 
0,0 0 0 0 ~ODO Oociiioooo~o ODO no O a II D ll II D 00 DD II ODO DO ODD OD 1150 0 DI O C oO DO O O On DO ~I 
111 J, l I I I 111' <J 1J,. 1111 n 1141'1<1fl/1'1',!'1111'1,'tlll )l1!1Jl,t)\.)111)1 .. lltllll•'1"""'H'MII' lHIWUWIIWWMlll.l'J"•HHP,1" :/ 11 1, l! ''~,II :1 '1!'1 
1:1111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:11 
' . 
212222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222212222222222222222221222221, 
o I 
1:111111 l JllllllllllJJJ]JJJJllJJlJJJJJJJ]JJJJJJJllJJJJ]JJJJllllllJl]J]JJ)lJ]lllj 
~:, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , e , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , , , t , , • , , , , , , , , c , , ~ , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , 
!i:s s s 5 ~ 5 ~ s 5 s s s S s s s 5 5 s s s s s 5 5 s s 5 s s 5 5 5 5 5 5 5-5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 s 5 s 5 s 5 s 5 s 5 5 ~ s s 5 5 s 5 ,, 
E:, H £ 6 6 i , ' ' " Bi 6 . ' B 56 i i " 5 ' " U, U' Ii 6 , i i i , i i i i 66 " "U i i i , 6 , 6 U B , S 6 6 t 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 1 
,;1111111 1111111111, 111r1J11111111 n J 11, 1111111111, 1111J1,11r11111111111 'I" 1 r, 11 
1;11 I I & I I I 111111 t 11111111 I 11 It I I 11II1111111-1111111 I 11 I 111111 I 11 I I I I I 111111 I I I I ,1 
9:919, ~ 9 9 IJ9 9 9 9 9 9' '1·,999 S 99' !119 U 19,' US t U 9 S 9 99 9 9' 9 9 9 !I ts S ~ 'J 19 9 9 !I 9 9 ~ 9 9 9 9 9 9 H ~ ~ ,, 
j qi I • ii• ~~.~:~.~ Q II i.l ". L, I IINII l/lltol"l!'-11 I'll i.11' II lil4 lllll ll Mll" U 11•1 .. •l'f<I .. ,,w,~, IHI ... W.ll llll>IM01 '1UIOIII.I II "H" ~ 1; '!" I\ .'I,: ·I 'T, 
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3.7 Suppose the data cards in Exercise 3.6 were reversed (the second 
card is. first and the first card is second). What would the 
values of the variables be? 
3.8 Suppose the two READ statements were reversed in Exercise 3.6, 
What would the values of the variables be? 
3.9 Write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the following tasks: 
a. Read from the data card shown below values for A, B, 
and M. 
IT
i·c·-_, .. __ ··· .. ., J 
~;;. ) . . . FOF-tTRAN ST.ATEM.ENT .. . . . 100"~.·(~''"" 
,.,,_ r 
0:(IQ L,o o o·o on no o o o on no o o 110 o o u o o-0 oO"nTITio o o o o o o.o o o o ooo o o o coo o o o oo o o o o Ct o o o o.J o o o o o o-o ;i: :I;::;·;·:·;·:;:;: ;:-;·;·;·;:~·;~;t;·:·:;·;:·;;·:·:;·-;·;;·:·;·;·:·:~·:·:·:;·:;·;;·:·:·;·;·;·;·:·:-;';·;:: ,I;:;:;:;:, 
· ·-·' ........ ft,, 2111 21 2 n 1 n 1 n 2 21 2111, • · -
b. ·Read from the second data card values for D, K, and E, 
ri is in.columns 11-20 with decimal point punched; K is 
right justified in columns .31-40; and Eis in columns 
56-60 ~ith decimal point punched. 
c. Write out the values of D and B (in that order) on one 
line in E~specification (allow for six digits), 
d. Write out the values of E and A (in that order); E and 
A in r-specification with three decimal places on the 
second line. 
e, Write out the values of Kand M (in that order) on the 
third line. 
f. Terminate execution. 
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Constants and Variables 
In writing programs, there are some numerical quantities that 
will remain. fixed throughout the program. · Such a number is called a 
constant. Constants are written in.the source program and are·not in-
put data. Examples of consta~ts are numbers like: 
3.1416 5 0.005 . -3.E+04 
This study will consider only two types of constants, integer.and real. 
An.integer constant is a decimal number (formed of.digits O through 9 
of.the decimal system) with~ decimal point. Numbers of this type 
are·also referred to as fixed point numbers. i.e., the decimal point 
is always "fixed" at the right end of the number. The.number of digits 
in the integer anq its .magnitude are.limited and depend upon the par-
ticular computer in use. However, any integer having from one to five 
digits .with magnitude not exceeding 99999 is generally always accepted. 
Examples of integer constants are: 
-5 60 0 -9987 
A real constant is a decimal number with!! decimal point. Again, 
the number of digits and the magnitude are limited and depend on the 
particular computer in use.· In general, any real number having from 
one to six significant digits with its magnitude not. exeeeding the.· 
' 1' ' l0-32 1 d 1032 1 ' 1 bl E approximate imits . - an . - . is a ways. accepta e, x-
amples of real constants are: 
o.o -3.1 +256. -15.0 .0056 
There is another form, calleq the exponential form, of a.real 
number. For further information on this form, refer to the FORTRAN 
Reference·Manual·for the particular computer .in use. 
Also a.real constant is sometimes referred to as.a floating point· 
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number, because the decimal point is not restricted to any particular 
position. · 
A variable in programming has.· the same meaning as i~ normal alge-
braic usage~ In the FORTRAN language, .a variable (sometimes called a 
variable name) may be writt.en from one to six letters. These are 
several different types.of FORTRAN IV variables. This study will be 
restricted to two types of variables. An integer variable is any var-
iable name.having as the first-character one of the following letters: 
I, J, K, L, M, N 
Any other variable name beginning with other letters of:the alphabet 
is called a real variable. 
For eith~r an integer or real variable name having more than one 
letter, the,othe~ characters (up to a total of six) must be either 
numeric or alphabetic. Examples of acceptable integer and·real var-
iable names are: 
Integers Real 
LABOR HOURS 
JOB A 
I PAY 
NUM XI 
1123 DELTAX 
In choosing variable names, a programmer should attempt to select· 
name1;1 that are meaning;ful to him. This will help one recall at a 
later date what the program is accomplishing at-different: segments of 
the program. 
Arithmetic Expressions 
Generally, most people using computers wish to perform arithmetic. 
calc~lations. This arithmetic expression is the means by which the 
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programmer can instruct the computer to perform certain calculations 
and produce a singie numerical value equivalent to the value of the 
expression. 
The-computer is capable of performing five basic operations. The 
operations and the_correspo~ding operation symbols are given as 
follows: 
Operation 
add 
subtract. 
multiply 
divide 
exponentiation 
Symbol 
+ 
* I 
** 
A FORTRAN IV arithmetic expression consists of: 
(1) Any single constant or single defined variables, or 
(2) Any sequence of constants, defined.variable names, 
and operation symbols given above~ 
Examples of arithmetic expressions;are·givenas follows: 
RATE 
A*B + 3.2 
-25 
X - Y/W 
A**2 + B/C 
If an arithmetic expression contains more than one.· operation 
symbol such as 
A**2 + B/C - D*E 
the order of calculations will be according to the following hierarchy: 
** exponentiation 
evohiation of unary minus quantities (example: -A*B) 
*, I multiplicatiqn and division (from left to right) 
+, - addition and subtr_action (from left to right) 
Hence, the arithmetic e~pression 
A**2*B+C/D-E+3.1 
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would be calculated as the algebraic expression 
2b + c ·. + 3 1 a d - e , 
The heirarchy of operations can be altered by using parentheses 
as in algebra. 
If parentheses are used as follows: 
A**2*(B+C)/(D-E) + 3.1 
the expression would be equivalent to the algebraic expression 
2 
a (b + c) 
d - e + 3.1 
Perhaps a good rule to follow is that when in doubt how the ex-
pression .will be evaluated, use parentheses. 
Of course, there are times when the programmer must use paren-
theses. One case is when it is necessary to alter the heirarchy of the 
operations as mentioned above. Another case is when two operation 
symbols are·required to be placed next.to each other. An example is 
as follows: 
A + - B must be written A + (~B) 
or A/ - B must be written A I (-B) 
Another restriction the programmer must follow in writing arith-
metic expressions is not to mix modes, That is, constants and the 
values assigned to the variable names in one arithmetic expression 
must all be integer values or all real values. Some compilers will 
accept mix mode but still requires more time to compile. Examples of 
mixed mode expressions are as follows: 
Invalid Valid 
X + 3 X + 3.0 
A*M - B A *DM - B (DM replaces M) 
3.0 * J 3 * J 
There is one exception to using mixed mode in an arithmetic ex-
pression; namely in exponentiation. The following are the allowable 
combinations: 
A** B 
A )~* N 
M ** N 
M ** A 
(A and B real, A > 0) 
(A real and N integer) 
(Mand N integer) 
(M integer and A real. NOT ALLOWED) 
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Notice the second case, A** N. This is the only allowable mixed 
mode expression for most FORTRAN compilers. 
Integer and Real Arithmetic 
Integer arithmetic is limited to operations performed on the 
integers. When integers are added, subtracted, or multiplied, the 
result will be integer (if not exceeding limit of magnitude on inte-
gers). When integers are divided, the result is the largest integer 
not exceeding the real value of the quotient. No fractional remainder 
is even developed. Hence, the following integer expression would have 
the indicated result: 
Expression Result 
3/2 1 
4/2 2 
7/3 2 
4/5 0 
Real arithmetic is when real constants or variables are used in 
an arithmetic expression (exception, real number raised to an integer 
power). Generally all calculations are done using real arithmetic or 
the real mode. Hence, the result will always be a decimal number. 
Remember the real values are.also limited in magnitude and in t~e 
number of digits. As a real expression is evaluated, each partial 
result and the final result is developed to the maximum number of 
digits possible for the particular computer in use. 
Examples of expresions in integer or real arithmetic are given 
as shown: 
Expression Mode 
3*M - 4 Integer 
A/B + 3.1 *C Real 
X ** 2 + Y Real 
K/2 + .1 Integer 
Exercise 4. 
4.1 What is a constant? In FORTRAN IV, give the name of the two 
different types. Give an example of each. 
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4. 2 List the five arithmetic operations along with the. correspondin~ 
operation symbol.· 
4.3 Give the allowable exponentiation forms in FORTRAN IV. 
4.4 What is meant by a mixed mode expression? Give examples. 
4.5 Identify the following as constants or variables. and whether of 
integer or real mode~· 
a •. 3.0 e. X54 
b. JAY f. TAX 
c. AREA g. 728, 
d. 5 h. L 
4.6 Identify the following as valid or invalid variable names and 
if.valid indi.cate the type of variable (integer.or real), 
a. Al234 d. DISTANCE 
b. MONEY$ e. A*B 
c. 2RATE f. JA 
4.7 
4.8 
Consider the following arithmetic expressions and indicate 
whether they are valid or invalid. If invalid, rewrite the 
expression to .make it correct. 
a. RATE* TIME 
b • SA+ 3B 
c. • SHGHT * BASE 
d. AX.2 +BX+ C 
e. B*(G/2) 
f. (DELTA+ 1) XBAR 
Write FORTRAN IV real-mode·arithmetic expressions equivalent to 
the following algebraic expressions. 
a. 3x2 + 2x - 5 
b. 
c. 1/3 h(a + b) 
d. 
e. 
f. 
a - b 
c + d 
a 2(3n2 - 4) 
n -
3 Sn(3x - y) 
I Arithmetic Assignment Statement 
The purpose of the arithmetic assignment statement is to assign 
a value to a variable name. 
The general form of the arithmetic .statement is: 
a = e 
where a is a variable name and e is an .arithmetic expression. This 
statement causes the computer to take numerical values from defined 
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memory cells, perform arithmetic calculations using those values, and 
transmit the resulting value to a memory cell. 
When an arithmetic statement is written they look like ordinary 
equations in algebra. For an example consider 
A = B + C 
Although this looks like an equation in mathematics, it has a. 
slightly different meaning. In mathematics, this equality would mean, 
A has the exact same value as B + C (if working with numeric values). 
In FORTRAN it means, "computer, take the value for B + .C and place 
this value in memory cell named A.II Thus, the variable has been 
assigned some numeric value. There are two ways a variable can be 
defined in FORTRAN: (1) appear in the list of a READ statement (2) 
appear on the left side of an arithmetic statement. 
Some more examples of arithmetic assignment statements are: 
A= 3.0 * B - C 
AREA= 3.14 * R ** 2 
PAY= TIME* WAGE 
X = 5.0 
X = X + 1.0 
Note the last arithmetic statement in the above examples 
X=.X+l.O 
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In algebra this would not be possible as X =f,. X + 1. 0 for any X. How-
ever, the equal sign in FORTRAN means, take the value in memory cell 
labeled X, add one, and store the result back in the memory cell label-
ed X. The equal sign could be read as "replace by." Also, the o:µly 
quantity allowed on the left side of any equal sign in an arithmetic 
st.atement is a single variable name. The following example would be 
an invalid arithmetic statement: 
x + y = w 
Although, mathelt!atically, X + Y = W and W = X + Y are identical,. in 
FORTRAN the two expressions are entirely different. 
It has been mentioned that mixed mode expressions will not be 
accepted by some compilers. Yet the.re are times when an integer value 
needs to be expressed as a·real and vise versa. This can be .accom-
plished as follows: 
A = N 
This arithmetic statement will take the numerical value of N and store 
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this value in the memory cell labeled A. Since .A is a real variable 
name, any number stored in this memory cell will have a decimal point, 
Likewise the following statement will cause the real number having 
the variable name B to be stored in memory cell K as an integer. 
K = B 
The above two examples should not be confused with an expression 
such as the following: 
X = 3 * Y + J 
Since Y is a real variable name, 3 an integer constant and Jan integer 
variable name, the arithmetic expression on the right side of the equal 
sign has mixed mode. However, the following example would be a valid 
arithmetic statement: 
A= N + 2*M 
Since the arithmetic expression on the right side of the equal sign is 
all of the same mode, an integer value will be calculated for N + 2*M 
and then stored in memory cell labeled A as a real number. 
Sample Program 2: An object dropped from a height travels the distance 
2 d = 1/2 at 
2 
where a= 32.16 ft/sec (gravitational constant) and t = time in 
seconds. Write a program in .FORTRAN IV to perform the following 
tasks: 
a. Read in a real value fort in columns 1-5 with decimal 
point punched. 
b. Calculate.the distance traveled for the value oft read 
in step 1. 
c. Write out the value for a and ton one line retaining two. 
decimal places in field widths of 10 columns using F-
specification. 
d. Write out the calculated value of don a second line retain-
ing 6 significant digits using the E-specificatiqn. 
e. Terminat.e execution. 
Program for Sample Problem 2 
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C NAME 
C DISTANCE TRAVELED BY FALLEN OBJECT 
100 FORMAT(F5.0) 
101 FORMAT(lX, Fl0.2, Fl0.2) 
102 FORMAT(lX, El3.6) 
A= 32.16 
REA0(5,100) T 
D = (.5 *A)* T ** 2 
WRITE(.6,101) A, 'r 
WRITE(6, 102) D 
STOP 
END 
Exercise 5. 
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5.1 Consider the following arithmetic assignment statements. Circle 
those that are valid. If invalid, write a correct statement. 
a. A = B + 3 e. AMT = PRIN + INT . 
b. x = I + 2 f. T = U/-V 
c. C + D = E g. HOURS= 30 
d. W = ,Y ** 2 .,.. 5.1 * X h. AREA= 1/2 BH 
5.2 The area of a trapezoid is given as 
where h .is the height; b and b are the bases. 
Write a program in FORTR!N IV tfiat will do the following tasks: 
a. Read in real values for h, b1, and b2 from a data card 
with each in field widths of 10 columns with the decimal 
point punched. 
b. Calculate the area of the trapezoid with hieght:h, bases 
b1 and b2, 
c._ Write out on one line the values for h, b1 ,. and b2 retain-
ing 3 decimal places.in-field widths of 8 columni; using 
F-specification. 
d. Write out an ,a second line the calculated value for the 
area retaining 2 decimal places using F-specification. 
e. Terminate-execution. 
5.3 Given the quadratic .equation 
ax2 + .bx + c = 0 
the two .real roots of the equation may be found by using the · 
quadratic formula 
.-c ± ~b2 - 4ac 
if they exist.. Writ.e a program in. FORTRAN IV to perform the 
following tasks: 
a. Read in ,real values for a; b, and c in field wid th.s of 
10 columns each with the .decimal point .punched. 
b. Calculate the two real roots (assume they exist) of the 
equation by using the quadratic formula. Name the roots 
ROOTl and ROOT2. 
c. Write ,out the values .for a; b, and c on one ,line ·.in-field 
wi.dths of 10 columns each retaining 2 decimal. places. 
d. Write out-the calculated values of ROOTl and ROOT2 on a 
second line retaining 6 significant digits using 
E-specification. 
e. Terminat_e execution •. 
Tran~fer Control Statements 
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Unconditional GO TO. Ordinar.ily, the executable statements in a 
source program are executed in the _order they appear in the,source 
program. That-is, cont:rol passes from one executable statement-to the_ 
next in the order in which the statements are arranged. Sometimes; it 
is de_sirable _ to go .back to a preceding statement or to skip ahe~d to _-
a succeeding statement. There are several statements, called transfer 
control statements, which will allow for this deviation .from the normal 
order of execution •. _ This study will discuss four.such statements. 
The first of. theE:1e will be the unconditional GO TO statement. 
The genel;'al form of this st~tement is 
GO TO n 
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where n is a statetijent number of some executable statement. The exe-
cution of this statement. will .cause program control to the statement 
numbered n. For example 
GO TO 3 
will transfer to the executable statement having statement number 3. 
To illustrate, consider Satijple Program 2 in the preceding section. ·· 
Reading in one value oft anq calculating the distanced traveled will 
certainly not save.the programmer time when the.time _is considered for 
writing the program to find the desired calculation. It -would have 
been quicker and easier to. find the distance-by hand calculation.· But, 
suppose it was de~irous to_determine the _distance traveled for 100 dif ... 
ferent values for the time .t. Certainly it should require the same 
instructions to determine the distance traveled for any two given 
times. Hence, the problem is then to write the program so as to tran1:1-
fei; back to read in another time t after _the required tasks have been 
performeq for the initial time t. 
Thus, the following program should find the distance traveled for 
any time tread in by.the READ statement. 
1 - 567 
C NAME -
C DISTANCE TRAVELED BY FALLEN OBJECT FOR ANY TIME T 
100 FORMAT(FS.O) 
101 FORMAT(lX, Fl0.2, Fl0.2) 
102 FORMAT(lX, El3.6) 
A= 32.16 
5 READ(S,100) T 
D = (.5 * A) *T ** 2 
WRITE(6,101) A, T 
WRITE(6,102) D 
GO TO 5 
END 
Notice the two .differences in the above.program from the program 
written _in Sample Program 2. (1) the statement .number 5 of the _lttAD---
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statement (2) replacing the ,STOP statement with the .GO T0·5 statement. 
The above program will read a value _fort; calculate the distance and 
print out the desired information,. · Then program control .will .be trans-
ferred back·to the READ statel\lent.by the GO TO 5 statem~nt. The pro-
gram will then read another time t and repeat the desired tasks. This 
program will set the computer in what is called a loop •. The prog:t;"am 
will continue to loop. until ·no .data. cards are. left. When all:datc;l. 
cards are read this .will .cause execution to ,be terminated.. Hence; the 
STOP statement is not needed. However, it is. generally a good idea to 
always terminate .. exec~tion by the · STOP statement. Termination by the 
absence of more data cards will g:tve an error message by most·compil-
ers. How to alleviate this problem will be discussed.in following 
sections. 
Exercise ,6. 
6.1 
6.2 
Modify the program for exercise .5.3 so that after step d the 
program will read.in another.set of data and repeat steps a 
to d •. This should be repeated until all data cards are read · 
and the values of the roots·are determined. · 
H w1 and w2 represent two ,weights to be placed on a bar, .w:1-th . 
D1 anq Dz tp.eir respective distances from the pivot point, a 
basic principle .. in physics for the bar to .balance require;; 
w l 
Dl D2 
!\ 
Write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the following tasks: 
a. 
b •. 
c. 
d. 
Read from a data .. card values for w1 , w2 , and n2 (non-:-zero). 
Calculat;.e the value D1 the weight.w1 should be.placed· 
from the pivot point in order for toe.bar to balance. 
Write ou~ the values.D1 , w1 , D2 , and w2 in this ordeI'. 
on one line. · · 
Program .control should transfer to read in another .set of 
datc:i, etc,., until.all data cards .have.been.procef:ised. 
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Computed GO TO. The unconditional GO TO statement discussed in 
the previous section will cause transfer to any executable statement. 
However, it is not possible toalter this transfer depending on.certain 
conditions. within the computer. The computed GO TO statement ;i.$ a 
transfer control statement which makes .it possib'.J_e to tram1£er. control 
forward or backward in a program. The differen~e ;in function .is that 
the computed GO TO will at the. time of execution of.· tpe .statement 
tra~sfer according to certain co.nditions. within the. program. i.e,, a 
choice is made coqcerning the transfer of control. at the time of exe-, 
cution of the statement. 
The general form.of the computed GO TO statement is 
. . . ' n ), i m 
where n1 , n2 , n3 , •••. , nm are statement numbers of executable state-
ments and.the index.i is a defined integer variable having a val1Je 
between 1 and m. (1 L i ~ m, i an integer) This index value refers 
to a position in the list of statement numbers counted from left to 
right. Tran$fer of control is then to the executable statement having 
the statement number in the list that the index.value refers to. 
For an example, consider 
GO TO (4,2,10), J 
If J = 1, control is transferred to statement numbered 4. 
If J = 2, control is transferred to statement numbered 2. 
If J = 3, control is transferred to statement numbered 10. 
Remember, J must be such that lf J ~ 3 in this case. A.lso, J must be 
a defined variable name prior to execution of the.conditional GO TO 
statement. 
Up to this point, it was very easy to "picture" how a computer 
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would perform a program. One could easily determine the order in which 
the instruction statements would be performed by me~ely writing down 
the problem in steps. The unconditional and conditional or computed 
GO TO statements changes this. As transfe:r of control statements are 
used and as more,complicated problems arise, the programmer·needs some 
way to order the operations of a program.· The use of what·is called a 
"flow chart" assists a programmer to determine what order to do.things. 
Below are·three conventional symbols and their respective operations 
used in flow charts: 
r READ 
Arithmetic 
Calculations 
& STOP 
The flow of operations ,from one instruction to the next is shown by an 
arrow drawn from one symbol to the next. A flow chart should not show 
all·small details .but merely the logical flow of the prpgram to show 
the steps of operations. 
Sample Problem 3, Draw a flow chart and write a .program in FORTRAN IV 
to·perform the following: 
a. Read from a data card a student's I. D, number in columns 
1-8 right.justified in the field and a class code in column 
10 (1 for freshman, 2 for sophomore, 3 for junior, 4 for 
senior). 
b. Write out the students I. D. number. in certain columns. 
depending on his classification as follows: 
Freshmen .. 
Sophomore. 
Junior 
Senior 
Columns 1-10 
Colunms · 16-25 
Columns 31-40 
Columns 46-55 
c. Repeat the program execution until a class code of 5 Js 
read. When.the class code is 5, terminate execution. 
Flow Chart for Sample Problem 3 
Write ID 
col. 31-
40 
Write .ID 
col. 46-55 Stop 
Program for Sample Problem 3 
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C NAME 
C LIST BY CLASSES 
100 FORMAT (110,lX, Il) 
101 FORMAT(lX, 19) 
102 FORMAT(l5X, 110) 
103 FORMAT(30X, 110) 
104 FORMAT(45X, 110) 
3 READ(5,100) ID, KLASS 
GO TO (10,20,30,40~50),KLASS 
10 WRITE (6, 101) ID 
GO TO 3 
20 WRITE(6,102) ID 
GO TO 3 
30 WRITE(6,103) ID 
GO TO 3 
40 WRITE(6,104) ID 
GO TO 3 
50 STOP 
E}ID 
Write II) 
col. 1-10 
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Exerci~e 7. 
7.1 Consider the following computed GO TO statement 
GO TO (3,5,1,2), I 
a. If I = 1, the above statement will .cause coo,t:rol to be 
tran~ferred to statement numbered ? 
b. In the above transfer statement, the range of the variable 
I is ? 
----
7.2 Draw a flow chart and write a program in FORTRAN IV that will 
perform the following tasks: 
a. Read from a data card values for ITEST and X. The card 
format for the variables to be read will be as follows: 
ITEST(integer) columns 1-5 (right justified) 
X(real) columns 11-20 (decimal point 
punched) 
1, calculate 2 5. b. If IT EST y = 3x - 2x + 
If IT EST = 2, calculate y = x2 - 3. 
2 
+. 4· x 
If I TEST 3, calculate y 3 = = x-
.2 x+ 
If IT EST = 4, halt execution. 
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c. After each of the above calculations, write out the value of 
ITEST, X, and Y using appropriate field widths retaining 2 
decimal places for the real numbers. 
Note: The program should read data cards until .a value of ITEST is 
read as 4. · 
·7.3 Draw a flow chart.and write .a program in FORTRAN IV to :e,rfrom 
the following tasks: ' 
a. Read from a data card an integer value for n in columns 
1-3 right justified and a real value for the .radius r 
of a circle in columns 10-15 with decimal point punched. 
b. If n is 1, calculate the area of a circle with radius r. 
If n is 2, calculate the circumference of a circle with 
radius r. 
If n is 3, calculate the volume of a sphere having radius 
If n is 4, calculate the surface area of a sphere with 
radius r. 
If n is 5, halt execution. 
r, 
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c. For each data card read, write out the values of n and r. 
On a second line write out the requested calculation in 
E-specification. 
Arithmetic IF Statement 
The purpose of the arithmetic .IF statement is to make a decision,. 
The decision is to determine what statement to execute next. Control 
is transferred.to one of three.statements depending upon the minus, 
zero, or positive result of an arithmetic expression. The general 
form of the arithmetic .IF statement is: 
The a is called the argument and is any valid arithmetic expression. 
The sl' s 2 , s 3 are statement .numbers of executable statements appear-
ing in the source program such that: 
sl is the number of the statement to be performed 
next if the value of a is negative. 
82 is the number of the statement to be performed 
next if ·the value of a is zero. 
83 is the number of the statement to be performed 
next .if the value of a is positive. 
To illustrate, consider the following: 
IF (A - B) 5, 10, 12 
If A - B < O, the next statement executed will he statement numbered 
If A - B = O, the next statement executed will be statement numbered 
10. 
If A - B) O, the next statement executed. will be statement numbered 
12. 
5. 
The argument of .the arithmetic IF st.atement may be of either mode. 
That is, a may be an integer or a real arithmetic expression. 
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Sample Problem 4: Given a triangle with the length of the sides as 
a, b, and c; the -area of the triangle is given by Hero '-s · formula 
whe:t:"e 
area = 1 (s - a) (s - b) (s - c) 
s =-1/2 (a +b + c). 
Write a program in-FORTRAN IV.to perform the.following tasks: 
a. Read from a data card as.follows: 
a 
b 
c 
n 
in 
in 
in 
in 
columns 1-10 
columns 11..;.20 
columns- 21-30 
column 35 
a, b, and c are real numbers with the.- decimal point punched. 
n is an integer having a_value of 1 or O •. 
b. Calculate the area of the triangle by using Hero's.formula. 
Note: If (s - a)(s - .b)(s,- c), O, it is not;possible 
for a triangle.to have·sides having lengths.of; a, b, ancl c. 
The -program should check for this c~ndition. 
c. Write out the values.of a, b, and con.one line retaining 
2 decimal places. Write _out the calculated value for the 
area on a · second . line .retaining 4 decimal, places. . If no 
triangle.exist for a, b, and c, write out the.integer value 
9999 for the area. 
d~ !£ n has a value of 1, go back to read in more data. If.· 
n has a value of 0, halt-execution. 
Read 
a,b,c,n 
Write 
a,b~c-
s 
Flow _Chart For-Sample Problem 4 
Calculate 
d=(s~a)(s-b)(s~c) 
Calculat:e 
a:i;-ea 
Write 
area_ 
Stop 
; 
Program for Sample Problem 4 
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C NAME 
C HERO'S FORMULA FOR AREA OF TRIANGLE 
lQO FORMAT(3F10.0, 4X, Il) 
101 FORMAT(lX, 3Fl0.2) 
102 FORMAT(lX, !5) 
103 FORMAT(lX, Fl2.4) 
I= 9999 
1 READ(5,100) A, B, C; N . 
WRITE(6,101) A, ·B, C 
S = ~s *(A+ B + C) 
D = (S - A:f'(S - B)i\(S - C) 
IF(D) 2,2,3 
2 WRITE{6, 102) I 
GO TO 4. 
3 AREA= D ** .5 
WRITE(6,103) AREA 
4 IF(N) 5,6,5 
5 GO TO 1 
6 STOP 
END 
Note.FORMATstatements;numbeted 100 and 101. TheF-specification as 
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written 3F10.0 or 3F10.2 are called repeated specificatio'll$· Written 
as 3F10.0 is the s~me as three different fields, each FlO.O. Thus, 
FORMAT (3F10.0) is the.same.as FORMAT(FlO,O, :UO.O, FlO.O). Alsoi 
note the IF statement m,inibered 4. Although N. will not be negative in 
the problem the programmer must have· a statement numbe.r of an execut.,._ 
able statement for this case.· Hence,. the stateI11ent number 5 iEi used 
in this statement .for ho.th the negative and positive case. 
Prior to the .IF statement, when the program w,;1.s put in .a "loop'' 
using the unconditional .GO TO .statement, the only way._t;:he program :would 
stop ex.ecuting was by exhausting the data cards. By· the use· of· the IF 
statement, normal exit by the.STOP stiatement can.be accomplished. The 
use of the. STOP statement should be used to terminate t,ui;ecution at all 
tinies if possible. 
For some compilers there is another IF statement ca.lleq the, 
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logical IF. For further information refer to the documentation on the 
particular compiler in use. 
Exercise 8. 
8.1 How many arrows must he drawn from a decision block :l..n a flow 
chart that represents an arithmetic IF statement? 
8,2 How are these arrows labeled? 
8 3 G. d · · 2 + b + 0 h 1 t if • 1.ven a qua rat1.c equation ax x c = . , t. e rea roo s, · 
they exist, can be found by u~ing the quadratic formula 
·Al 2 
-b ± yb - 4ac 
roots= 2a 
Draw a flow chart and write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform 
the following tasks: 
a. Read from a data card, a value for M which gives the 
number of data cards to follow. 
b. Read from each of the .following datia cq.rds values for 
a, b, and c. (assume a:/: 0) 
c. Find the real roots .. of the quadratic equation and write 
out the calculated roots in E-specification. If there 
are no real roots, the program should write out the 
integer 19191. 
d, After all data cards have been processed, halt execution. 
8.4 Given any two points P1(x1 , y1) and P2 (xz, Y2) in a coordinate 
plane, the equation determined by the two points is given by 
Y2 - Y1 (x - x1), if x -·x :/: O) y - Y1 = x2 - xl 2 1 
or solving for y we obtain the form 
Y2 - Y1 Y2 - Y1 
y = x -
- x + Y2 x2 - xl x2 1 
or y = mx + b where m 
Draw a flow chart and write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform 
the following tasks: 
a. Read from a data card values for x1 , Yp x2 , y 2 and 
NDATA as follows: 
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NDATA an integer in column 1 (either 1 or 0) 
x1 real in column$ 5-9, x2 real in columns·l5-19 
y1 real in columns 10-14, y 2 real in columns 20-24 
b. If x2 - x1 :f, 0, determine the value of m and bas given 
above and write out these values retaining·three decimal 
places as.follows: 
m real in columns 1-15 
b real in columns 21-35 
c. If x2 - x1 = O, write out the value of x1 and x2 
retaining three decimal places. 
d. If NDATA = 1, go back to read anothe1; data card and 
repeat steps band c. 
If NDATA = 0, terminate execution. 
Labeled Output 
It is obvious after observing the output on the.programs thus far 
that it is sometimes confusing what the output represents. What is 
needed is some method to write messages, headings, or labels associated 
with the output. The H-specification or Hollerith code can be used 
for this purpose. The general form of this specification is 
wH 
where w is the number of columns required for the messages, headings, 
or label to be printed. To illustrate consider the following state-
ments: . 
100 FORMAT(lX, 18HVALUE OF THE SLOPE) 
WRITE(6,100) 
The above two statement$ will cause the following message to be printed 
beginn:Lng at the left margin.of the output paper, 
~VALUE OF THE SLOPE 
Notice there is no list associated with the WRITE statement. Also 
notice that the value for win wH is 18 since allowance must be made 
for the blank characters as well as for any alphamer~c c;haracters 
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Any valid character for the particular computer in use can appear in a 
Hollerith data field. 
To show another form how the H~specification can be used, consider 
the following: 
101 FORMAT(lX, 18HVALUE OF THE SLOPE, FS.2) 
WRITE(6,101) TM 
Assuming -6.34215 is stored for the variable TM;, the above two state-
ments will cause the following message to be printed beginning at the 
left margin of the output paper. 
~VALUE OF THE SLOPE~~~-6.34 
Notice in this case, the WRITE statement has a list consisting of one. 
variable name and the corresponding FORMAT stat~ment has a F-specifica-
tion immediately folloiwng the Hollerith data. Since this is the 
first numeric data specification in the FORMAT statement it is used 
for the first variable name in the corresponding READ statement. 
There are other uses of the H-specification ~nd for some compilers 
other means of writing out messages, headings, or labels. For further 
information check the documentation for the particular ~ompiler in use. 
Exercises 9. 
9.1 Define the READ and FORMAT statements to do the following: 
Print the wora ALPHA in columns 10 through 14. 
Print the word BETA in columns 20 through 23, 
Print the word GAMMA in columns 30 through 34. 
9.2 Assume the variable names A, B, and Care defined in a source 
program. Define the WRITE and FORMAT statements to print the 
following: 
A=xxxx.xx~~~~B=xxxx.xx~~~~C=xxxx.xx 
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DO Statement 
By the use.of the GO TO statements and the arithmetic IF State-
ment it is possible to. cause the computer to be placed in a loop. 
That is, perform over and over again·a sequence of statements. Prac-
tically every program requires .at'least one loop to accomplish some 
task~ Although, the use of the above mentioned transfer statements 
can.be used for looping or iteration, .there is a statement in FORTRAN 
that is primarily for this.purpose. This statement is called the.DO 
statement. 
The purpose of the DO statement is to provide, combined in one 
statement, four operations necessary for looping or iterating a 
sequence of stat~ments a specific number of tim,es; ·namely:. 
(1) designate the sequence of statements which isto be iterated, 
(2) define a variable initially to some spec;tfic value, 
(3) increment that value by a given amount and 
(4) test.that value to determine if the required number of 
iterations has been performed. 
The general form of. the DO statement is as follows. 
DO mi= nl' n2, n3 
The terms used to describe the parameters in the DO statement are: 
m 
n 1 
statement number of last statement in range 
index 
initial value of index 
test value 
increment 
mis a statement number; i must be an integer variabl~ not yet defined; 
n1 , n2 , and n3 are integer.constants or defined integer variables. 
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DO m designates the sequence of statements that is to be iterated, 
th~t.is, execute all statements that follow th~ DO statement down to 
and inch,1ding. the statement n1.,1mbered m. This set of statements is 
called the range of the DO statement. 
The second part i = n1 , n2 , n3 of the DO statement gives the. 
number of time1:1 the. statements in .. the range. are to 1:/e iterated. First 
the index i is set equal to the.initial value n1 • The sequence of 
statements in the range are executed. Then control is transferred 
back. to. the DO statement. The,_value of the index is incremented by 
the value of.the increment, n3 •. This new value of the ind.ex is·then 
tested to determine if it exceeds the test value .n2• If not, then the 
sequence of statements. in the range .. are executed· again.with the new 
value of the index n1 . · Th:f,.s operation is r~peated until the new value 
of th.e index exceeds the test value n2 , at which .time, transfer of 
control is to the first executable statement after.the last statement 
in.the range of the DO statement. 
To illustrate, considerthe following: 
loop 
10 
times, 
100 FORMAT(FlO.O) 
101 FORMAT(lX,2Fl0.2) 
[ 
DO 4 I.= 1, 10, 1 
READ(S,100) X 
Y = 3.0 *X**2 + X 
4 WRITE(6,l01) X, Y 
STOP 
END 
- 5.~ 
range of 
the DO loop 
The above program wil.l cause the DO loop to be.performed 10 times. 
Each time the loop.is executed, a data card·is read with the value of 
X; Y is calculated for.that particular value of X; and X and Y are· 
written out on the printer. Th~n control is transferred back to .the 
DO statement; the index I is incremented by 1 and tl),e sequence is per-
formed again. After the 10th time, the index I is incremented by 1 
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giving a value of 11. Since this exceeds the test value of 10, trans-
fer of control is .to the first executable statement following the 
statement numbered 4 which is the STOP statement. Of course, this 
will cause execution to. terminate. 
Consider another example: 
100 FORMAT(IS) 
READ(S,100) L 
LSUM = 0 
DO 10 N = 1, L 
10 LSUM = LSUM + N 
The above sequence of statements will find the sum of all the 
integers from 1 to L inclusive. In this example, notice the absence 
of th.e increment. When the in.crement is omitted, the value for the 
increment will always be taken as 1. Abo, note in this example that 
the index is actually used in the range of the DO statement. The .in-
dex will always be a defined variable in the range of the DO statement 
but will be undefined once control has left the range by the normal 
exit of a DO statement. That is, when the value of the index exceeds 
the test value. 
There are several rules that must be observed when using the DO 
statement. They are: 
(1) The index of a DO statement is initiali~ed only when control 
is transferred to the DO statement from a statement other 
than the last in the range of the DO. 
(2) The index of a DO statement is incremented only when control 
returns to a DO statement from the last statement in its 
range. 
(3) A DO loop is always executed once with the index equal to 
the initial value. 
Example: DO 6 I= 5, 3 
6 . ' ... 
This loop will execute once with I= 5, then transfer 
control. 
(4) The last statement in the range of a .DO statement must be 
ex.ecutable and not one c:if the following: 
Any GO TO 
Arithmetic IF 
DO 
STOP 
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(5) No statement in the range of the DO may change the value of 
i, n1 , n2 , or n3 • 
(6) Transfer of control from outside of the range of the DO to 
a statement within. the range is not permitted. 
Example: 
DO 8 M = K, L, N 
IF(ITEST) 10, 8, 10 
8 
10 J = M 
If transfer from the loop is done from the IF statement, 
the index Mis defined and will have its current value at 
the time of transfer. 
(7) If control is transferred out ofa DO loop normally, that 
is, when the value of the .index exceeds. the test value, the 
index variable will be undefined. However; it may be used. 
as any other variable name following the DO lc:iop, 
Nested DO Loops 
A DO loop may.have .within its range another PO loop provided the 
inner loop is completely within the range of the outeJ:" loop, Such 
loops are called nested DO loops. It is permissible for the last 
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statement of the range of nested DO loops to be the same. However, 
the index of each DO statement in a nest must have a different variable 
name so as not to violate rule 5 above. 
To illustrate, consider the following: 
Valid Invi;i.lid 
DO 4 I= 1, 10,. 2 DO 6 K = 1, N, 3 
.. 
DO 4 J = 1, 5 DO 6 K ;:: 1, M, . 2 
4 • it •••••••••• 6 ....•. •, .. ' ..• 
DO 15 L = 1, 25 DO 8 I= 1, 6 
DO 20 I= 2, 50, 2 DO 7 J = 1 4 
' . 
20 ............ 8 
15 . . . . . " • ..... . 7 .............. 
CONTINUE Statement 
Sometimes it happens that for the .last statement in the range of 
a DO must be one of the statements given in rule 4 above. In order 
for· a programmer to comply to the rule,· a statement in FORTRAN is pro-
1 
vlded that will merely pass control to the next stat~ment to be 
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executed. This statement is called the COl'l'TINUE statement. It can 
be used as the last statement in the range of a DO.loop which will 
refer control back to.the DO statement and cause the index to be in-
cremented and compared with the test value. 
The general form is. 
n CONTINUE 
where n is a statement number. 
To illustrate, consider the following: 
DO 10 l = 1, 15 
GO TO (10, 11), N 
10 CONTINUE 
11 .......... . 
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Since. the last .desired stateil).ent in thE! range of the DO loops is , 
GO TO (10, 11), N which is not an allowable statemen~ by rule 4, the 
CONTINUE statement is added as.the last statement. 
Another use of·the ,CONTlNUE statement with a DO loop is when; 
under certain cond~tions, all the .statements in the range should not 
be executed each time the loop is .per-formed. 
To illustrate, consider.the following: 
Valid 
DO 5 I= 1, N 
IF (A - B) 3, 5, 3 
3 ......... 
X = X + 1.0 
5 CONTINUE 
Invalid 
4 DO 5 I= 1, n 
IF (A - B), 3, 4, 3 
3: ••••••••••• 
5 X = X + LO 
.I 
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Sample Problem 5: The arithmetic average or mean of a set of n num-
bers is given by 
. h . . sum ar1t met1c mean=~·-
n 
Draw a flow chart and write a program .in FORTRAN IV to perform.the 
following tasks: 
a. Read from a data card an integer value of n in columns 
1-5 right justified. n will be the number of data cards , 
to follow with a real value in column 1-10 with the 
decimal point punched. 
b. If n = 0, write out the message, "N IS ZERO". 
c. If n # 0, calculate.the sum of.all then real numbers. 
Then calculate the arithmetic mean of the set of real 
numbers. 
d. Write out and label appropriately, the calculated values 
of the sum and the arithmetic mean. 
e. Ha.l,t·execution. 
Program for Sample Problem~ 
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C NAME 
C ARITHMETIC MEAN OF N REAL NUMBERS 
100 FORMAT (IS) 
101 FORMAT(FlO.O) 
102 FORMAT(lX, 9HN IS ZERO) 
103 FORMAT(lX,. 6HSUM IS, Fl0.3, 7HMEAN IS, Fl0.3) 
READ(S,100) N 
IF(N) 1, 2, 1 
2 WRITE(6, 102) 
GO TO 3 
SUM= 0.0 
DO 4 .I= 1, N 
READ(S, 101) X 
4 SUM= SUM+ X 
REALN = N 
AMEAN = SUM/REALN 
WRITE(6, 103) SUM, AMEAN 
3 STOP 
END 
Particular notice should be made·of the technique used .in finding the. 
sum of the set of numbers by ·the use of a DO loop.· In ,order to find 
an accumulative sum using the .arithmetic statement, SUM= SUM+ X, it. 
Flow Chart For Sample Problem 5 
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is necessary to initiate the value of SUM to .zero. If this was not 
done, SUM would be an undefined variable in the arithmetic statement, 
Exercises 10. 
10.1 What general function does the DO stateµient perform? 
10.2 Describe the effect of the CONTINUE statement. 
10.3 Given any two sides of a right triangle, it is possible to 
determine the third side by use of the .Pythagorean Theorem 
c2 = a2 + b2 
where c is the hypothenuse or side opposite the right angle• 
and a.and bare sides orlegs of the triangle. 
Draw a flow chart and write a program in FORTRAN IV to 
perform the following tasks: 
a. Read an integer value from columns 1-5 in the first data 
card which is the number of data cards to follow. 
b. On each of the following data cards read real values in 
the first two data fields of 10 columns each. In column 
25 read an integer value of either O or 1. 
c. If the integer value read in step 2 is 0, find .the 
hypotenuse of a right triangle given as legs the two 
real values read in step b. 
If .the integer value read in step bis 1, find a leg of 
a right triangle.given as hypotenuse and other leg the 
two real values read in.step b. (assume larger of two 
real values read in first data field) 
d. Write out and label the values of the three sides of 
the right triangle correct·to hundreths. 
e. Go back and read another data card until all data has 
been processed according to step .a. 
10.4 Draw a flow chart and write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform 
the following tasks: 
a. Read from each input .data card an employee number, his 
hourly rate, and the number. of hours he worked in one 
week. The input card format will be as follows: 
employee's number (integer) 
hourly rate. (real) 
number of hours worked per week (real) 
columns.1-10 
columns 11-15 
columns 16-20 
The last card of the input deck is a trailer card and will 
have· a zero for the employee's number .• 
b. Determine the employee's gross pay for the week, the 
amount of his Social Security deduction (assume 4 1/2% of 
gross pay), and his net pay for the week. 
c. Calculate the total amount the company must pay to Social· 
Security and the total it must pay to all the employees. 
d. Write out in.columns labeled appropriately the employee's 
number, hourly rate, number of hours worked in the week, 
the amount of Social Security deduction, and the net pay. 
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e. After the last data card is processed, write out and label 
the total Social Security and the. tota,l paid to all employ-
ees by the company. 
Subscripts - Arrays 
Many times it is necessary to perform the same calculations for 
many.· different values stored in the computer's memory unit. The use 
of subscripts as they are used in mathematics are useful to give a 
different variable name for a large number of values. In mathematics, 
a subscript is used to define the position of a variable in a list of 
variables. The general form is as follows: 
This would describe n different variables, A list of variables or. 
values such as this is sometimes referred to as an array. Arrays are 
described. as one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-:dimensional, and 
so on, To illustrate, consider the following: 
One-dimensional 
2 
5 
6 
4 
7 
Three-dimensional 
1 
3 
5 
7 
6 
2 
1 
4 
4 
1 
6 
2 
Rewriting the above one-:dimensional array horizontally, we have 
2, 5, 6, 4, 7 
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For convenience, a name is generally given to an array. Suppose the 
above array is given the name K. Then the first element in the array. 
K is 2, the second·element in the·array K is 5, and so on. Generally, 
we write 
Kl= 2, K2 = 5, K3 = 6, etc. 
By using subscripts, it is possible to show the position a particular 
number has in the array. 
The FORTRAN notation for elements in an array is similar to the· 
mathematical notation. To illustrate, .consider the following: 
K(l) = 2, K(2) = 5, K(3) = 6, etc. 
The general form is a variable name followed by parenthesis enclosing 
a subscript. The name.used for a Sllbscripted variable name is selected 
following the rules for nonsubscripted .variable.names. The type of 
elements in the array, real or integer, will determine the .type of 
variable name for the array.· 
To illustrate, consider the following: 
1.1, 2.3, 5.6, -8.6 
Since the elements in the array are real numbers, a real type variable 
name would be required to name the array. For example, the array might 
be called array A. Then 
A1 = 1.1, A2 = 2.3, A3 = 5.6, A4 -8.6 
or in FORTRAN notation, 
A(l) = 1.1, A(2) = 2.3, A(3) = 5.6, A(4) = -8.6 
All elements in an array must be of the same type. For instanc;e; 
all· of the elements might .be integer values or all of them might be. 
real values. 
A subscript can be an arithmetic expression written in one of 
seven. general farms., For·. most , computer!:! the . type -.of the expression 
must be only integer. 
Let_v be an unsigned nonsubscripted integer variable; c and c'. 
be tlI,lsigned integer, coI).stants, .then, the seven general forms .are· aE! 
follows: 
(1) c 
(2) v 
(3) v + c 
(4) v -.c 
To illustrate, ·consider 
3 
I 
I.+ 2 
I - .1 
2*! .. 
2*! + 3 
3*1 .- 1-· 
-the 
(5) c * v 
(6) c * v + c' .. 
(7) c * v - c' 
following: 
Subscripted Variable Names 
A(3) 
A(I) 
A(I+2) 
A(i-1) 
A(2*I) 
A(2*I+3) 
A(3*I-1) 
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NOTE: The above seven ,general forms -of .. subsc_ripts are the _only accept-
able ones for s~e compilers. 
If -a program is :.to· contain an array, the .array dimensions must be 
communicated, to tJ:i,e ·compiler. This iE! done by means of a DIMENSION . 
statement. Ther~ are.· other statements that can be. used. for this pur-
pose but will not be discussed in-this study. 
The general f or:m · is ,. 
DIME~SION v(k),, v(k), •• ~- ·, v(k) 
where v is the nanie · of · a variable which wil.1 be ,subscripted, .and for . 
k, an integer constant is plac:;ed whic_h will be ,the ml:lximum. value a. 
subscript for the variable may·ha~e~ 
Ta ill4Strate, .consider the following: 
DIM~NSI0~ S(lO), Y(20),, A(50) 
This st.aten;i,ent .. informs the compile.r thi:!,t the variables X, Y and A will 
Flow Chart For Sample Problem 6 
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be subscripted variable names in the source program. · Alao, the max-
imum value of any. subscript for. :£' :will\b~:<](); 'for Y/ 20; and for A, 
so. 
l'he DIMENSIOM_statement must precede.the use of any subscripted 
variable is the source program. Hence, if the DIMENSION statement 
appears as the first statel!lent, this rule will never be.violated. 
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Sample Problem 6:. Writ~ a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the.follow-
ing tasks: 
a. Read from a data card an integer value .for N (N 100). 
N will be the number of real values in an array X to pe 
read from the following data cards with one per card in 
1-10. 
b. Calculate the arithmetic mean 
N 
x = 2 X./N 1_ 
i=l. 
c. Write out the array x placing one element 
d. Write out .the calculated value for x~ 
Program for Sample.Problem 6 
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C NAME 
C SAMPLE PROBLEM 6 - ARITHMETIC MEAN 
DIMENSION X(lOO) 
100 FORMAT(IS) 
101 FORMAT(FlQ.O) 
102 FORMAT(lX,, Fl0.2) 
103 FORMAT(lX, SHXBAR=, Fl0.2) 
READ(S,100) N 
SUM= 0.0 
DO 2 I= 1, N 
READ(S~!Ol) X(I) 
2 SUM= SUM+ X(I) 
REALN = N 
XBAR = SUM/REALN 
DO 4 K = l,N 
4 WRITE(6,102) X(K) 
WRITE(6,103) XBAR 
STOP 
END 
per lin~. · 
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Remember each time a READ statement is .executed, a data card is.read, 
Hence; in the above program, the program segment 
DO 2 I= 1,N 
2 READ(S,101) X(I) 
will cause N data card to be read. 
Exercises 11. 
11.1 List the different forms the subscript of an array variable can 
have. 
11.2 Is there al).ydifference between the two variable names? Explain, 
X3 x( ... ~) 
11. 3 Write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the following tasks: 
a. Read in 10 values for arrays X an~ Y where elements 
for the array X are placed in columns 1-10 and the 
elements for the array -.Y are placed in, columns ll.-20 
of the same card.· 
b. Calculate the following 
10 10 
T ·= L X.Y. 1 1 + L (Xl - Yl) 
i=l· i=l 
c. Write out the array X_and Y:with one value for ea.ch on a· 
line. 
d. Write out the,value of T calculated in,step_b. 
Implied DO 
In Sample Problem 6, each value of X. was placed on.a separate 
1 
data card. Suppose we we.re to place· four per card in field widths of .. 
10 columns each.· The following program segment might be used to ac--
complish this task. 
DIMENSION X(lOO)' 
10 FORMAT(I5) 
11 FORMAT(4Fl0.0) 
READ (5,10) N 
DO 2 I= 1,N,4 
2 READ(5,11) X(I), X(I+l), X(I+2), X(I+3) 
I There is a problem that arises from the technqiue used in the 
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above program segment. That is, suppose the value of N is not-divis-
able by 4 (or any other. numbe.r arbitrarily selected). For examp;J.e, 
if N = 6, the R}i:AD statement will read X(l)~ X(2), X(3), X(4) from the 
first data card. From the .second' data card the·READ statement will 
read X(5), X(6), X(7), X(B). But N =.6. This technique will work,. 
however allowance may have to be made for extra elements in any array. 
In.this example, X(7), X(8) would be.read as ze:i;-os if the data fields. 
were blank in tb,e third and fourth fields of.the second card. 
The FORTRAN language provides a procedure called, the,implied DO 
to allev~ate this problem. The implied DO is used only with a READ 
or a-WRITE st;atement. To illust,rate, consider the following: 
100 FORMAT(4Fl0.0) 
READ(S,100) (A(I), I=l,100) 
The part 
A(I), I=i 1,10 
in the READ statement is .similar to the .DO statement. Hence, the name 
implied DO. In this example, I is set equal-to 1 and A(l) is read 
from the first data field according to.the corresponding FORMAT state-
ment. Then I is .incremented by one. (if increment is omitted) and A(2) 
is read from the second data field in the first data card according 
to the FORMAT statement, and so on until the.list is satisfied. That 
is, until A(lO). is read •. The nt,imber of data cards required depends 
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only on the FORMAT statement and the test value in the implied DO. In 
this example, four numbers are read from the .first data card, four 
numbers from the second data card, and two numbers from the third, data 
card. If the FORMAT statement and READ statement were 
100 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
READ(S,100) (A(I), I= 1,10) 
then eight numbers would be read from the first data card with two 
numbers being read from the .second data card. 
Using the implied DO in Satnple,Problem 6, we would have 
DIMENSION X(lOO) 
100 FORMAT(I5) 
101 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
READ(S,100) N 
READ(S,101) (X(I), I= 1,N) 
The implied DO can,also be·used with the WRITE statement in the 
same.way it is used with the READ statement. 
Exercises 12. 
12 .1 The following READ. statement and corresponding FORMAT state-
ment will read how. many elements into the array B? How many 
data cards will be required?· 
DIMENSION B(25) 
100 FORMAT(5F15.0) 
READ(S,100) (B(J), J = 1, 16) 
12.2 Assume the array X has 30 elements stored in memory. Write a 
WRITE statement and the corresponding FORMAT statement to write 
the .elements .of the array X on. the printer placing 6 elements 
per line. 
12.3 An efficient method of evaluating a polynomial 
4 3 2 P4 (x) = a4x + a3x + a 2x + a1x + a0 
is to rewrite the polynomial in nested form as· 
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Write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the following tasks: 
a. Read ten values of band one value of X and compute 
9 8 7 6 y = b9x + b8x + b7x + b6x + ... + b1x + b0 
b. Write out the values of b 5 values per line. Write out 
and label the values of X and Y. 
c. Halt execution. 
Two-Dimensional Arrays 
In mathematics two-dimensional arrays are used extensively. Such 
an array is an arrangement of values in rows and columns. Each of the 
elements in.the array may be referred to by a subscripted variable 
name having two subscripts which are separated by a comma. The·first 
subscript designates a row and the second subscript designates a 
column. 
To -illustrate; consider the following two-dimensional array A 
written in the conventional mathematical notation: 
column 1 column 2 column 3 column 4 
row 1 
· al 1 .-,a al 3 al 4 
' 
1,2 
' ' 
row 2 a2 1 a2 2 a2 3 a2 4 
' ' ' ' 
row 3 a3 1 a3 2 a3 3 a3 4 
' ' ' ' 
The above example has three rows and four columns. The element in the 
second row and third column is given by: 
Or given the element 
would mean the element is in the third row and first.column. In mathe-
matics a two-dimensional array is called a matrix. In this example 
the matrix would be called a 3 X 4 matrix. 
Using the FORTRAN IV notation for arrays, the above two-
dimenational array would be as 'follows: 
A(l,) 
A(2,l) 
A(3,l) 
A(l, 2) 
A(2,2) 
A(3,2) 
A(l, 3) 
A(2,3) 
A(3,3) 
A(l;4) 
A(2,4) 
A(3,4) 
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Consider the two-dimensional array B or 3 X 3 matrix that follows: 
3 -4 -2 
2 1 0 
-3 5 6 
Then the element B(2,3) would have a value of O and the element 
B(l,2) would have a value of -4. 
There are many applications in mathematics using matrices. In 
fact, there are courses entirely devoted to the study of matrices and 
their operatioi+s. Further discussion on matrices will be given in 
the following sections. Also, the .use of two"'.'dimensional arrays has 
many applications in non-mathematical problems. 
Sample Problem 7: Write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the 
following tasks: 
a. Read from a data card a value for Mand n. (Assume 
m, n ~ 50) 
b. Read in am X n matrix or array named X. 
c. Find the sum of all the eletnents in,the array. 
d. Print out the value of the sum determined in step c. 
e. Halt Execution •. 
Flow Chart For Sample Problem 7 
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Program for Sample Problem 7 · 
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C NAME 
C SUM OF THE ELEMENTS OF AM X N MATRIX 
DIME~SION X(S0,50) 
100 FORMAT(2I5) 
101 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
102 FORMAT(lX, 15HSUM OF ELEMENTS, Fl0.2) 
SUM= 0.0 
READ(S,100) M, N 
DO 1 I= 1, N 
DO 1 J ·= 1, M 
READ(S, 101) X(I,J) 
1 SUM= SUM+ X(I,J) 
WRITE(6,10d) SUM 
STOP 
END 
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Careful notice should be taken on the nested DO statements in the. 
above program. The above program will read one element of the array 
from a single data card, Hence, in this program m•n data cards would 
be needed. 
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Again, an implied DO statement can be used to read in a two-
dimensional array similar to the one-dimen~ional ,array.· 
Second, Program for Sample Problem 7 
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C NAME 
C· SUM OF ELEMENTS OF M X N.MATRIX 
DIMENSION X(50,50) 
100 FORMAT(2I5) 
101 FORMAT(8F10.0) 
120 FORMAT(lX, 15HSUM: of ELEMENTS, Fl0.2) . 
SUM= 0.0 
READ(5,101) ((X(I,J); I= l,N),J = .1, M) 
D0.1 I= 1, N 
DO 1 J = 1, M 
1 SUM= SUM+ X(I,~) 
WRITE(6,102) .SUM 
STOP 
END 
The above.program will read' in the.elements by rows with ·8 ele-
ments per data c1:!,rd until the li.st is satisfied. 
Exercises 13. 
13.1 The following READ statement wilLr~ad how many elements in the 
array A? How many data cards will .be required? Elements are· 
read in,by rows or columns? 
DIMENSION A(l00,100) 
100 FORMAT(5F15.0) 
READ(5,100) ((A(M,N), N = 1; 8), M = 1, 10) 
13.2 Write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the following tasks: 
a. Re1:!,d in,the values given in the table below which gives 
the enrollments by classes.at,a large university for a· 
period of six years. 
Year. 1962 19~3 1964 1965 1966 1967 
Freshmen 4,251 4,680 4,842 5,015 5,215 5,356 
Sophomore 3,860 4,137 4,456 4,705 4,885 5,092· 
.a 
Jt.miors 3,420 3,675 3,972 4,310 4,521 4,730 
Seniors 2;835 3,305 3,450 3,625 4,206 4,38~ 
b. Print out•and label the values in the table in tqe 
above form. 
c. Calculate the sum of each of the rows. 
d. Calculate.the sumof·each of the columns. 
e~ Print .out the tables .of values with the sums found in 
steps c and d with.these sums being printed out·as·a 
seventh column of values and fifth row O'f values. 
Label this co.lumn and row TOTAL. 
f. CalGulate · and print the ave+age .. enrollment at . this 
school for the years 1962 through 1967 
HINT: It will be advantageous to name the various sums found 
as elements of the array.· i.e., A(5,1) is the sum of 
the first column, etc. 
Identification and Development _2! Advanced Mathematical Concepts 
Limit·Concept 
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The concept of a limit plays ·a fundamental.role in higher mathe:--· 
matics. The limit concept allows·one to go from algebra and geometry 
to higher mathematics consisting of the calculus and all of its ap-
plications. 
To give·an informal meaning to this concept consider the follow-
ing question: As _x approaches the number 3, what value, if any, would 
the expression.(3x - 5) approach? One might make a table of values 
such as in Figure 7. 
x 2.8 2.9~. 2.95 .. _2,98: 2.99 2 .. 999 
3x.- 5 3.4 3.7 3.85 3.94 3.97 3.997 
Figure. 7. · 
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From observing the values of (3x - 5) as x approaches 3, it appears 
the value .of (3x - 5) is approaching 4. Hence; symbollically we write 
limit (3x - 5) = 4 
X-')>3 
The fact that (3x - 5) = 4 when x = 3 is really of no importance in 
regard to the concept.of a limit, 
For example, .consider the f9llowing expression: 
limit 1/x - 1/3 
x - 3 
x~3 
By substituting the value of x.into the expression, the expression 
would be undefined since division by zero is undefined. However, if 
a table.of values are determined as follows in Figure 8, it appears· 
the limit·of .the expression is -1/9 or -0.111 ••.. 
:\·x· 2.8 . 2; 9 2.98 
1/x - 1/3 
3 -.119 -.115 -.112 x -
Figure 8 
As a third example, consider the following: 
2 
limit (l/2)l/x 
x-4-0 
2;99 
-.111 
2.999 
-.111 
2 
From the table of values given in Figure 9, it appears that (1/2)l/x 
approaches Oas xis close to 0. 
x 
2 (1/2)1/x. 
1.0 
.500 
45 .25 
.063'. .000 
Figure 9. 
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.125 .0625 
.ooo .000· 
One.way of determining the table of·values·is·by.the use of.the 
computer. From the examples above, one can see the.arithmetic in-
valved becomes a tiresome job. 
Although it is not always possible to determine if· the limit .. of 
an expression exists:by forming a table of values, in most·instances 
the table of values will show the.values of the expression approaching 
some fixed number if the lim;it does exist •. 
Since the expression is sometimes undefined at x = a in the gen-
eral for,m 
limit f(x) 
x~ 
and yet will have a limit as x approaches.a, some.means is needed to 
signal the computer that. the differencE;! between .. values of. f (x) as 
:ic---)>a are within a certain tolerance, say E., hence, stop ex~cut;i.on •. 
i.e., if we start with x1 =·a - 1; and take x2 = 1/a(a + xi), 
x3 = 1/2(.a + x2), ••• ·, xn = l/2(a +.,xn-l~ then x will approach a. 
Now; if .for any:€ we choose, we can find xL ancl xj such that 
lf(x~) - f(xj)l<E then this.would imply that f(~) is approaching some 
fixed value say_q •. The method chosen.above to force,x to approach a. 
is·arbitrary. However, the above,method·can be used as an algorithm 
and will be possibl~ to program f.o;r a c9mputer. 
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Problem Sample 8: Write a program in FORTRAN IV to create a,table of 
values for the following function .as · x'· approaches 1 ~ 
f ( ) = 1x - 1 x .. ' .. 1 x -
Start .. with x = 0 and use .the methoq. described above to force x to 
approach L · 
Wr.ite out the value of x and the .corresponding valtie of f (x) in 
a two col.umn. array. · 
Us~ as die value for c., .OOOL i.e •. , when 1£(~i) - f(xj'>l<E,. 
stop execution. . · 
Program For Sample.Problem 8 
C NAME 
C CALCULi\.TING TABLE OF FUNCTIONAL-VALUES· 
100 FORMAT(4X,,8HX VALUES ,SX,15HFUNCTION VALUES) 
101 FORMAT(lX, E13.6,3X,El~.6) 
WRITE(6, 100) 
KOUNT =·l 
EPSILN = .0001 
x = o. 
4 FCTNl = (X**.5 - 1.)/(X - 1.) 
IF(KOUNT - 1) 2,3,2 
2 DIFF = FCTNl - FCTN2 
IF(DIFF) 5,6,6 
5 DIFF = -DIFF· 
6 IF(DIFF - EPSILN) 7,3,3 
3 WRITE(6,101) X, FCTNl 
KOUNT = KOUNT + l 
IF(KOUNT - 50) 8,8,7 
8 X = .5*'(11 + X) 
FCTN2 =.FCTNl 
GO TO 4 
7 STOP 
Elm 
The output for the1 above program would app~ar as follows: 
X VALUES 
O.OOOOOOE 00 
0. 50QOOOE. 00 
0.750000~ 00 
0.8750QOE 00 
0.937500E 00 
0.968750E 00 
0.987375E 00 
0.992188E 00 
0.996094E 00 
0.998047E 00 
FUNCTION VALUES· 
O.lOOOOOE 01· 
0.585786E 00 
0.535898E 00 
0.516685EOO 
0.508067E 00 
0.503969E 00 
0.501972E .00 
0.500984E·00-
0.500504E·OO 
0.500275E 00 
From the table of values it would indicate the 
limit f(x) = .5 
:X:-+l 
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There are several.techniques used in the program for Sample Program 8 
that attention should be given.to: 
(1) The· use. o.f · the computer set up by, the v,;1.riable name KOU:NT 
is used for two purposes. (i) forces.progr1;1m to go through 
the program.at,least twice .so that there will be values for 
FCTNl and FCTN2. (ii) to assure that.the progr1;1m will not 
remain in a loop if no two values for FCTNl and FCTN2 exist 
such· tna t )FCTNl ~ 'FCTN2 I~ .0001. " 
(2) It is required·. to take the absolute value of the difference 
· of two successive values of the fi.,mction •. The segment that 
follow$ assures ,that this difference is P;ositive. 
2 DIFF = FCTNl - FCTN2 
IF(DIEF) 5,6,6 
5 DIFF = - DIFF 
6 IF(DIFF - EPSILN) 7,3,3 
(3). · The statement X = .51< (1.+ X). will ~,ive a new value of X that 
will get closer.and closer to 1. 
' 
(4) The number 50 used in the statement IF(KOUNT - 50) 8,8,7 
is arbitrary.· Th:i,s prevents the computer from staying in 
an endless loop if the function .or·expressfon fails to 
have a limit. 
Exercises 14. 
14 .1 · Using the .. above program .with .the appropriate chl;lnges, determine 
the taqle·of values of the following functions; Give what 
appears to be the limit of.the function if it exists. 
a •. 
b. 
c. 
limit <:i - 3x + 2) 
x--+2 
limit· --1-· + l 
x+ 1 · 
x--.+-2. 
-----,--
x + 2 
1 . it 'V2 + h - 12 J.Ill . h 
h--+O 
14.2 Rewrite the above program to determine .a table of values of an 
expression .of the form 
limit·f(n) 
n~co 
whereoomeans infinity or to get larger without bound. 
14. 3 Use the program .written for 14 •. 2 to determine the limit of the 
following expressions if they.exist. 
a. limit n (1 + 1/n) 
n~oo 
limit n 2n - 1 b. 
n~oo 
3n - L limit. 5 c. 
n--+-CX> 
Application of the Limit Concept. 
Instantaneous Velocity 
Given an object moving along a path in acc9rdance with some 
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definite law, the question might be raised as to the veloc~ty or speed 
of this object. Generally, when it is given that the speed of an 
automobile is 60 miles per hour or the speed of an object is·traveling 
at.a rate of 100 feet per second, the average speed or velocity is 
implied, The question then might be what about the speed or velocity 
at any given inst.ant, This velocity is referred to an instantaneous 
velocity. 
Looking at this problem geometrically, consider Figure 10. 
0 )0 )oO )o > 
t 
0 
Fig1,1re 10. 
Let t 0 , t 1 , t 2 .•• be the elapsed time of some initial time t 0 and d1 , 
dz, be the distance traveled in this elapsed time. 
The average speed or velocity is given by 
distance.traveled 
average speed= time elapsed 
Hence; the average speeds for the above respective times. and distance .. 
would be 
However, it is not.so simple to dett:rtnine the instantaneous velocity 
of a moving object at a given instant t. 
Consider a definite .law of motion, so that distanced is a 
function of time t, Suppose we want·the instantaneous velocity at 
time t . If there is to be an instantaneous velocity, .it is logical 
0 
to expect this to. be a value that the average veloc:i,ties would ap-
proach for time t as t approaches t .• 
0 
That.is 
instantaneous velocity 
d - d 
. 0 
= limit 
t~t · t - to 
0 
In higher·mathematics, the instantaneous velocity is defined to.be as 
given above. 
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To illustrate, consider the following: 
Sample Problem 9:. Find .the instantaneous .velocity vat t~me t 0 = 3 
where the distanced is given as a function .of time t 
d(t) = 128t - 16t2 
where tis in seconds·and dis in feet. 
Solution: From the definition given.above 
d - d 
v = limit: o 
t_.t. t - t 
0 0 
or 
v.= limit. d(t) - d(3) 128t - 16t2 - 240 _ 3 =.limit 3 
t--..3 t ,t--,.3 t -
A program is·needed.similarly to th_e program of Sample Problem 8 
to determine a table of values for the above expression to determine 
if the expression is approaching some·fixed value as t-+3. The·pro-
gram needed is as follows with the ,corresponding output of values 
(st~rt with time t = 2 and let t approach 3) 
Program for Sample Problem 9. 
1 567 
C NAME 
C INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY 
100 FORMAT(4X,8HT VALUES,5X,15HFUNCTION VALUES) 
101 FORMAT(1X,El3.6,3X,El3.6) 
WRITE (6, 100) 
KOUNT = 1 
EPSIL~ = ·• 001 
T = 2 
4 FCTNl = (128.*T - 16*T**2 - 240.)/(T - 3.) 
IF(KOUNT - 1) 2,3;2 
2 DIFF = FCTNl - FCTN2 
IF(DIFF) 5,6,6 
5 DIFF = - DIFF 
6 IF(DIFF-EPSILN) 7,3,3 
3 WRITE(6,101) T, FCTN1 
KOUNT = KOUNT + 1 
IF(KOUNT - 50) 8,8,7 
8 T = .5*(T + 3.) 
FCTN2 = FCTNl 
GO TO 4 
7 STOP 
END 
T VALUES 
O.OOOOOOE 00 
0.150000E 01 
0.225000E 01 
0.262500E 01 
0.281250E 01 
0.290625E 01 
0.295313E 01 
0.297656E 01 
0.298828E 01 
0.299414E 01 
0.299707E 01 
0.299854E 01 
0.299927E 01 
FUNCTION VALUES 
0.800000E 02 
0.560000E 02 
0.550000E 02 
0.380000E 02 
0.350000E 02 
0.335000E 02 
0.327500E 02 
0.323750E 02 
0.321875E 02 
0.320938E 02 
0.320469E 02 
0.320208E 02 
0.320000E 02 
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It can be seen from the above,output that the functional values 
seem to be approaching a value close to 32. Hence, the instantaneous 
velocity is approximately 32 feet/second. 
Exercises 15. 
15.1 Modify the program for Sample Problem 9 to perform the following 
tasks: 
a. Read in on a data card a value for t . (In the Sample 
Problem t 3) 0 
0 
b. Use as a starting time t - 1. For the Sample Problem 9, 
starting time was used 0 2. as 
c. The program should be written so that control will transfer 
back to read in another data card with a new value fort , 
This should continue until t is read as 0. 0 
0 
15.2 The only required change in the above program to determine 
instantaneous velocity for a different distance function is to 
change the arithmetic statement for FCTNl. Given the distance 
function 
d(t) = 96t - 1/2 t 3 
find the ins~antaneous velocity at times t = 2, t = 10, t = 30 
seconds. 
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15.3 An oil tank is being emptied. If .there are.G gallons of oil in 
th.e tank ·at time t, where G = 67 ,500 - 9000t + 300t2 and t is 
measured in minutes, how many gallons of oil·per minute are 
running out.(a) at t = O? (b) at t = 2? 
Tangent to a Curve 
It is possible to define the tangent line to a circle at a point 
Pon the circle either as the line perpendicular to the radius at P or 
as the line intersecting the circle in only one point P. However, 
neither one of these .definitions will apply to a general curve such 
as the.one in Figure 11. 
y 
f(x) 
0 
s -
.r 
s _..-
2 
--
T 
Figure 11. 
The line T, which appears to be what we:. might expect to be tangent at 
the point P, intersects the curve also at point R. Also, since a 
general curve doesn't have a radius, the other definition would not be 
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meaningful. 
The tangent line T to the curve y = f(x) at the point P should be 
the line int~rsecting the curve at only point P within a small neigh-
borhood of P. By this, it means, if any other line or secant Sis 
taken on point P and some point Q, the ,secant line should approach the 
tangent T as the point Q approaches the point P. 
The equation of the tangent.line at the point P(x, f(x )) to 
0 0 
the curve y = f(x), could be determined if the slope m of the line 
were known by the following equation of a straight line 
y = f(x) = m(x - x) 
0 - 0 
Consider the .secant s1 ,intersecting the curve at po:i,.nt P(x0 , f(x0 )) 
and another,point Q1 (x1 , f(x1)). 
The slope of the secant s1 would be 
m =-1 x:. - x 1 0 
If another secant s2 is taken where x2 is chosen to x0 , then the 
slope of this secant is 
f(x2) - f(x0 ) 
X2 - XO 
Geometricc::l,lly, it appears that the slope of the secants as .x 
approaches x0 , should approach what would be the slope of the tangent 
at the.point P. In limit notation, this _would be 
f(x) - f(x) 
0 m = limit~~~~~~-
x - x0 
Hence, in higher mathematics, the slope of the tangent to a curve at 
a point is given by this limit, _if it exists. 
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Sample Problem 12: Find an equation of the tangent line T to the 
graph of the function f defined by f(x) = 3x2 + 1 at the point (-1,4). 
Solution: The slope of the tangent is given by the following limit 
if it exists. y· 
y 10 f (x) f (-1) 
y=f(x) 
-limit m (-1) 
x-+-1 x -
3x 2 + 1 4 limit -m = 
x-+-1 x + 1 
or 
.. 3 . a2 
-1 1 
3x 2 3 -
m = limit 
x~-1 x - 1 
If the expression is simplified, it becomes 
m limit 3 (x2 - l) = 
x-+-1 x + 1 
= limit 3(x - 1) 
X-+-1 
-6 
limit 3(x + l)(x - 1) 
x + 1 X-+-1 
2 3 x 
The above value found could be verified by using the program written 
for Exercise 15.1. 
If the slope of the tangent at the point (-1,4) is -6, then using 
the equation for a line having a.given slope·and a given point, the 
equation is found to be 
y - 4 -6(x -{-1)) 
or y - 4 = -6(x + 1) 
or 6x + y = -2 
Exercises 16. 
16.1 2 If h(x) = 2x, find the slope of the tangent line to the curve 
at each of the points. 
a. (-2, h(-2)), (-1, h(-1)), (O,h(O)), (l,h(l)), (2,h(2)) 
Use program for Exercise 15.1 to determine the slope. 
Sketch .the curve of hand the tangent lines at each of the 
points. 
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16.2 Give the equation of the tangent to the curve of 16.1 at .the 
point (-2,h(-2)). 
The Derivative of a Function 
One, of the important· use.s · of the limit concept is to define the 
derivative of a function. Much of the calculus is concerned with the. 
properties and applications of the derivative. 
The derivative is defined as follows: The derivative of the 
function fat the number xis 
limit f(x + h) - f(x) 
h--+-0 h 
if this limit exists. 
If this limit doesn't exist, then the function f doesp. 1 t have a 
derivative at x. The notQ.tion f 1 (x) is used to represent the deriv- .. 
ative off at x. This is read as "f prime of x". 
Hence 
f I (X) = limit f(x + h) - f(x) 
h-+0 h 
To illustrate, consider the following problem. 
Sample Problem 13: Find the derivative f' of the function f(x) 
at any x if it exist. 
Solution: By .definition, 
f I (x) f(x +'h) - f(x) = limit h-
h-:+0 
3(x + h) 2 - 3x2 
= limit h 
h~O 
2 
= 3x .. 
= 
= 
= 
2 
limit 3x + 6xh + 
h-+O 
limit 6xh + 3h
2 
h---+0 h 
limit h(6x + 3h) 
h-+O· h 
limit (6x + 3h) 
h-+0 
6x 
h 
3h2 - 3x2 
The·limit (6x + 3h) = 6x seems to be a logical answer since the term 
h~O 
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3h should approach Oas h approaches O. A table of values would show 
this to be true. Hence, we assume the derivative 
f' (x) = 6x 
of the function f(x) = 3x2• 
If we wanted the derivative of this function at some particular 
x, say 2, all is necessary·is to substitute 2 for x in the derived 
derivative f'(x). Hence, f'(2) = 6(2) = 12. Geometrically, the above 
problem can be shown as in Figure 12. Notice the expression 
f(x + h) - f(x) 
h is the slope of the secant or line passing through 
the two points (x, f(x)) and (x + h, f(x + h)). Now the limit of this· 
expression is the slope of the tangent to the curve.at the point 
(x, f(x)) as discussed in the previous section. Th4s, the derivative 
(if it exist) of a function at a given value of xis the slope.of the 
tangent to the curve representing the function. 
-3 -2 
Figure 12 
Likewise, the expression 
f(x + h) - f(x) 
h 
y = f (x) 
3 x 
would represent the average velocity of a moving object if f is the 
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distance function and x represents the time. Hence, the.limit of this 
expression, if it exist, is the instantaneous velocity at any given 
time x. Therefore, the derivative of the distance function at any 
given time will give the instantaneous velocity of the moving object 
at this time. 
In general, we can say the derivative of a function at any xis 
the instantaneous rate of change of one quantity with respect to 
another. This concept has many applica,tions·in addition.to·the two 
given above and are discu.ssed in undergraduate. calculus •. 
EJtercises·17. 
17.1 If f (x) 2 =:x - 3x, use the definition of a derivative to find: 
a. f'(2) b. f'(-3) 
Use program of Exercise 15.1 for determining the necessary 
limit if needed. 
17.2 If g(t) = t~ + 4t - 5, use.the definition of a.derivative to 
find: 
a. g(4) b. g(-2) 
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17.3 A ball is tb,rown directly upw4,rd from the ground. The·distance. 
(feet) -the ball is above·, the·· ground at any· given time t 
(seconds) is 
d(t) = -16t2 + 40t 
a. Find the instantaneous velocity of the ball 3 secc;mds. 
after it is. thrown. 
b, What.is the maximum distance the ball will be from the 
ground? (Hint: when instantaneous velocity is zero) 
c. What is the time required after .the ball is thrown for 
the ball to strike the ground? 
17.4 Given the function f(x) = x3 - Sx + 8 find the following: 
a. Slope of the tangent to the curve of the function at the, 
point (-1~ f(-1)). 
b. The equation of the tangent to the curve at the_point 
(-1,. f ('-1)). 
The Definite Integral 
Another very important concept which plays a principal part in 
the calculus is the integral. Before defining this, consider another 
problem, tllat of finding the- area under a given curve and the x -
axis. 
Let f be a function that has a c9ntinuous smooth curve.from some 
value a to a value b. _ (Figure 14) 
The· area under the curve is the region labeled .R which is .the 
region under the curve and bounded by the x - axis and the vertical 
lin~s at a and b., 
y 
Figure 14. 
y 
Figure 15. 
I 
I 
I I I I 
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y = f(x) 
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If n equal spaces are taken on the x-axis from a to b, calling 
x where x1 = 2 and x = b, then Figure 15 with n n 
the .width of each interval being (b - a)/n. 
' The area of the region R could be·approximated by the inscribed 
rectangles as shown. Since the area of a rectangle is given by the 
product of the length and width, the area Qf one of the rectangles, 
area B1c1c2B2 = width · length 
b - a 
n 
applying the area of a rectangle to the entire region, the approxima-
tion would be 
area • f (x.) 
1 
i=l 
The Greek symbol~, called sigma, denotes a summation. Hence, the 
above expression can be shown as follows: 
i=l 
or 
f (x.) = 
1 
b - a 
n 
+ ... + 
+ f(x )) 
n 
b - a 
n 
f(x) 
n 
Geometrically, it can be seen as .. the value of n, becomes large?:', the 
approximation should be closer to the real area of the region. In 
fact, it is possible to prove mathematically, that the limit of the 
summation 
n 
b - a f(x.) 
n 1 
i=l 
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is the true area bounded by,the curve, the vertical lines at a and b, 
and the x-:-axis. 
Symbolically, this is shown by 
n 
area= limit·~ p - a 
n-,.a::, L n f (xi) 
i=:=1 
Suppose, inst.ead of taking the inscribed rectangles, the circumscribed 
rectangles were chosen (Figure 16). 
y y = f(x) 
I 
I I 
I , ,
I ( 
I I 
B2 
x =a x2 X3 X4 .... x n-1 b=x x 1 n 
Figure· .. 16. 
The approximation of the total region R then would be 
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i=2 
Again, as n gets larger in value, the approximation should approach 
the true area of the region. As with the inscribed rectangles, it is 
possible to prove mathematically that the above summation associated 
with the circumscribed rectangles will have as a limit the ture area 
of the region. This can be shown as.follows:. 
area of inscribed area of region R area of circumscribed 
rectangles rectangles 
n b n+l b L - a f (xi) area of R 2 - a f (x.) or n n 1 
i=l i=2 
Since the limit of either the sum of the inscribed rectangles or the 
circumscribed rectangles will be the ture area of the region R, it 
doesn't matter which is used to find the desired approximation. 
Notice, the only difference in the two summation is for the inscribed 
rectangles the functional values for the left endpoints of the sub-
intervals were used whereas for the circumscribed rectangles, the 
right endpoints of the subintervals were used. This is only true 
when the function f(x) is what is called an increasing function in the 
interval from a to b. By increasing, we mean 
Similarly, a function is decreasing when 
Again; mathematically, it can be shown that·the function doesn't 
have to be either an increasing or a decreasing function throughout 
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the interval, either the left endpoints of the subintervals can be 
used or the right. 
To illustrate, consider the following curve in Figure 17. 
y = f(x) 
x =a x x x 
. 1 2 .. 3 4 
Figure·l7. 
Then either of the two following expressions would give an approxima-
tion:. 
n 
b - a f (x.) 
n 1 
i=l 
or 
n+l 
L b ... a f (x.) n 1 
i=2 
If the limit.of the above expression exist, th~n from the 
discussion above 
- n 
1.. · 2 b - a f (x.) - f i R imit area o reg on 
n i. 
n--kl:) 
i=l 
n+l 
= limit~ b. ~ 
n-,.o:>L_ 
i=2 
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a f (x.) 
1 
Sam.ple,Problem 14: ·Find an,approxintation to the area bound betwe~n 
the curve of .the f~nction 
f(x) = x2 
from O to 2 on .. the x-axis and the x-axis (Figure 18). 
y = f(x) 
Figure 1a. 
Solution: Fi;rst, .divide the int~rval from Oto 2 into two subinter-
vals·as shown.in Figure 18. Using the.left endpoints of the sul>-
intervals, an approximation is given by, 
n 
~·-b_-_a f(x.) L_ n i 
i=l 
or, substituting n = 2, a= 0, and b = 2 we have 
n 
area = L 2 ; O x~ = 1 • o2 + 1 • 12 = 1 
i=l 
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Hence, 1 square.unit would be an approximation to the desired area. 
To improve on this approximation, increase the value of h, say to 
2n. Then Figure 18 would become as shown in Figu~e 19. 
y y = f (x) 
Figure 19. 
The improved approximation would then be given by 
n 4 Lb ..,. a f(x. =L2 - 0 2 n 4 x. J. J. 
i=l i=l 
(1/2) 2 2 + (1/2) 2 2 = x1 + (1/2) x2 x3 + (1/2) X4 
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(1/2)(0) 2 + (1/2)(1/2) 2 + (1/2)(1) 2 + (1/2)(3/2) 2 
= 0 + (l/2)·(1/4) + (1/2)"1 +.(1/2)·(9/4) 
= (1/8) + (1/2) + (9/8) 
= (7/4) 
Hence, the new approximation is 
7/4 or 1.75 square units. 
Again; increasing n by doubling this value, we obtain a closer approx-
imation (Figure 20). 
y 
y = f(x) 
Figure 20. 
i=l i=l 
2 2 . 2 2 
= (1/4) x1 + (1/4) x2 + (1/4) x2 + (1/4) x4 
+ (1/4) x~ + (1/4) x! + (1/4) x~ + (1/4) x~ 
= (1/4)(0) 2 + (1/4)(1/4) 2 + (1/4)(1/2) 2 
+ (1/4)(3/4) 2 + (1/4)(1) 2 + (1/4)(5/4) 2 
+ (1/4)(3/2) 2 + (1/4)(7/4) 2 
= (1/64) + (1/16) + (9/64) + (1/4) + (25/64) 
+ (9/16) + (49/64) 
= 140/64 or 35/16 = 2.1875 square units 
Thevalue of n can,be·increased until.the desired accuracy·is. 
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obtained. (The true area in this problem is 8/3.) 
When using the above·technique·for finding the area under a 
curve, the result will be the algebraic value of the area. The reason 
for this is due to the fact when the curve .lies below the x-axis, the 
area value will be negative since the value of the function is 
negative. 
The limit concept was used to compute an area A. However, the .. 
principal concept presented in this section was the limit of.!!.~· 
The·idea of a.limit of a sum occurs in many forms .throughout advanced 
mathematics and is·formally defined as 11 integral.calc1;1lus. 11 Hence, 
the calculation of an area under a curve is but one·· of the many ap-
plications.of·integral calculus. 
Exercises.18. 
18.1 
18.2 
Find an approximation. to the area bounded by the curve of ... the 
function f(x) = x, the x-axis fr:om x.= 0 to .x = 3 by the.use 
of inscribed rectangles discussed in this section. (Compare 
your approximation when n = 6 with the. true value) 
Find an approximation to the.area bounded by the.curve of the 
function f(x) = 1 + x2, the x~axis from x = 0 to x =.2 by the 
use of circumscribed rectangles. (Use n.= 8) 
18.3 Write a program in FORTRAN IV to perform the following tasks: 
a. Read.in·values for a real number a and a real number b 
(a< b) from a data card. 
b •. Fi~d the area bounded by the curve of the function 
f(x) = x3 - zx2 + 1 from x = 1 to x = 4 and the x-axis. 
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c. The program should be so wr.itten that n is initially taken 
as 1, then double n each time and iterate.· until two succes-
sive approximations differ by less than .001. 
d. Write out and label approximately on the on-line printer 
the approximation .to the area retaining the maximum number 
of digits. 
e. Write out and label appropriately the value of n upon 
termination •. 
Note: The program should be so written.that it will be able to 
approximate the area under any curve by changing only the 
arithmetic statements containing the particular function. 
Topics From Numerical Analysis 
Real Roots of an Equation 
A very important problem in mathematics is that of finding the 
real roots of an equation or sometimes-called the zeros of a function •. 
That is, given an equation f(x) = 0, what value or valu~s of x will 
make this a true equality. In terms of a function y = f(x), the zeros. 
of the function are.those values of x such that the functional values 
are zero. 
There are many· numerical methods available to approximate the 
roots of an equation, but this study will only cover two such methods. 
All numerical methods require a rough approximation to a root and 
then using the particular method, determine a sequence of successive 
approximations which hopefully will converge to the desired roots. 
These sequence of successive approximations are found by repeating the. 
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set of operations over and over. Hence, the computer is just the aid 
needed to take the drudgery out of such a proce$s. 
One of the simplest and most common methods for locating a rough 
approximation for the real root.of an equation f(x) = 0 is to make a 
graph of the function y = f(x) and observe where the curve intersects 
the x-axis. Since the value of the function will be zero at the value 
of x where the curve intersects the x-axis, this value of x would be 
a zero of the function or a root of the equation f(x) = O. 
The first method to be discussed is that called the "binary 
chopping" method or sometimes referred to as the "successive bisection" 
method. This method is perhaps one of the simplest methods, yet will 
always find a real root if one exist. 
Consider the equation f(x) = O. Suppose Figure 21 is the graph 
of y = f(x). 
y 
= f(x) 
Figure 210 
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suppose x1 and x2 are values of x such that f(x1),f(x2) ( 0, 
From this, it can be concluded that there is some value of x, say a, 
where x1 ~ a ~x2 such that f(a) = O. Hence, a would then be a root 
of the equation f(x) = 0. 
The problem is then to determine .the value of a or an approxima-
tion to a, say x., to some desired accuracy b . By this it is meant 
]. 
that lf(xi) - f(a)l<b, or lf(xi)I< b, 
From the values ·of x1 and x2 a third value of xis determined, 
say x3 , where x3 = l/2(x1 + x2). Geometrically this is the midpoint 
of the segment x1x2 , shown by Figure 22. 
Figure 22. 
Then x3 will replace xi if f(x3) and f(x1) have the same sign for 
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i = 1 or 2. i.e., if f(x2)·f(x3)) 0 then x3 replaces x2 , The same 
procedure is used to determine a new value for x 3 • This is continued 
until x3 is an approximation to the real .root a such that lf(x3)!( S 
for some predetermined value of ~. Geometrically, it is obvious that 
if the above method is continued, the new values must converge to the 
real root a. 
Sample Problem: Given the equation x3 - 3 = 0, find an approximation 
to the real roots correct to 0.1, if any exist, by the suc~ession 
bisection method. (Note: Use 3 decimal arithmetic) 
Solution: 3 Graphing the function y,= x - 3 we obtain the curve in, 
Figure 23. 
y 
-1.0 
-1,S 
-;l,O 
-,.s 
-3, 
Figure 23. 
From the graph, it appears there is a real. root between L4 and L 6, 
Hen~e, let x1 = 1,4 and x2 1.6, Now 
or. 
l/2(x1 + x2) 
1/2(1.4 + 1.6) 
Sine~ f (1 •. 5) 
= 1/2(3.0). 
= 1.500 
3 
= 1.5 -3 
= 3.375 - 3 
=.0.375 
Since f(l.5)) O, x3 replaces x2 , i.e.; x2 = 1.5 which gives 
x3 =·1/2(x1 + x2) 
= 1/2(1~4 + 1.5) 
= 1/2(2.9) 
= 1.450 
f(l.45) = 1.453 - 3 
=.2.944 - 3 
=.-.056 
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Since lf(l.45)1 ( 0.1, the .desired accuracy, our approxima~ion .to the 
root is 1..45. 
The value of 6 used in, this Sample Problem is arbitrary. If a 
close];' approximation is, needed, the above procedure, .can be. continued 
until th.e -desired acct,1racy is ob,taip.ed. 
Notice that th~ same steps are.used in obtain:i,.ng a new.approxima-
tion to.the root a or·x3• Hen9e; the computer is.again just the,tool. 
that is needed.to eliminate the tru~gery and time in determining the 
approximation. 
Exercises.19. 
19.1 
{ 
Using the method, of "successive bisectipn"; find an approximation 
to the positive real root of the equa1;:ion,x2- 5 = 0 correct to 
0.01. i.e., ·until tf(x3)1 (0.01. 
19.2 Write a program in FORTRAN IV to find an,approximation to the 
·positive real roots, if any exist, of; the equation 
x3 -.2x - 5 = 0 
by the successive bisection method. The program should be so 
written that starting with x1 = 0 and x2 = 1, a test is made 
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to determine if f(x1)f(x2) < 0. If not, use x1 = 1 and x2 = 2 
then check again to see if f(x1)f(x2) < 0. The prog~am should 
continue until two consecutive integers are found (up to 20) 
such that .the condition f(x1)f (x2) <:: 0 exist. The program 
should then find the approximation to the real root between 
these two integers by the.successive bisection method until.a 
value of x3 is found such that lf(x3)I ( .001. Note: The 
program should be able to find any positive real root.of any 
equation by replacing the arithmetic statement used to evaluate 
the particular functional value. 
Method of False Position 
Another well known method to find a real root of an equation is 
that. known as the method. of· false position •. 
Again, suppose the~e exist value!:! for x1 and x2 such that 
f(x1)f(x2)( O. Then there must exist a real root between x1 al)d x2 
if f is a continuous function in the interval between x1 and x2 such 
as is shown in Figure 24. 
y 
Figure 24. 
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A third value, x3 , can be foun4 as t}:ie-x interGept of the line deter-
mined by the two.points (x1, f(x1)) and (x2, f(x2)). Again, as in the 
previous metb.od, x3 replaces e:1.thei;- x1 or x2 which ever function value, 
f(x1) or f(x2) has; the ,same sign as f(x3). This method-can, be repeated 
until an approximation to the root is found to the desired accuracy. 
The· relationship between x1 ~ :x;2 , and, x3 in this method can. be _. 
determined to _be· as -follows •. 
Considering the-similar triangles of.Figure·24, the following 
is obtained. 
or 
Although thi.s- expression .is -a little more difficult to. evaluate 
than the expression used for the successive bisect.ion method; t}:iis 
method generally will converge quicker. 
Sample Problem 16: Use the method of false position to approximate 
the positive root·of .the equation x3 - 3 = O, through the,second 
approxima tic:m •. 
Solution: Using the graph·of Figure 23, a root·can be seen to be 
between the values x1 = 1.4 and x 2 = l.60 Hence, using the. aboye 
iterative formula to determine x 3 , we hav.e · 
1.4 + -0.256 (1.6. - 1.4) x = 
-0.256 1.096 3_ -
= 1.4 + 0.189 (0 .2) 
= 1.4 + 0.0378 
= 1.4378 or 1~438 
f (1. 438) 3 3 = 1.,438 -
= 2.068 
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Since f(x3) has same sign as f(x2), x3 replaces x2 so that x2 = L438o 
Another iteration with x1 = 1.4 and x2 = 1.438 gives 
1.4 + -0.256 (O .032) X3 = 
-0.256 + 0.026 
= 1.4 + 1.113 (0.038) 
= 1.4 + 0.0423 
1. 4423 or 1. 442 
Note: f(x3) = f(l.442) = 0.002. Recall that after two iterations 
using the successive bisection .method, f(x3) = 0.056. Hence, x3 by 
the method of false position gives a much closer approximation after. 
two iterations than the successive bisection method. 
Exercises 20. 
20.1 Using the method of false position, find an approximation to the 
positive real root of the equation x2 - 5 = 0 correct to O.Olo 
20.2 Rewrite the program for Exercise 19.2 using the method of false 
position instead of successive .bisection. 
Matrices 
In a previous section, the idea of a matrix was introduced; As 
defined earlier, a matrix is a two-dimensional array or rectangular 
array of real numbers as shown below: . 
all al2 a13 
a21 a22 a23 
A = 
aml atn2 a m3 
al4 
a24 
am4 a mn 
The matrix.A above has m rows and n columns. For this reason, the 
matrix is said to be of order m by n. The numbers a .. which appear 
1J 
in the array are.· called elements of the matrix, where a,., indicating 
1J 
11,5 
the element in the ith row and jth column. A matrix.having only one 
row or one column such as 
or 
are called row and column vectors respectively. 
Matrix Operations 
There are three operations defined on mathrices: addition, 
scalar multiplication, and multiplication. 
Addition of two matrices A and Bis defined only for two matrices 
having the same·order. Let a .. be the elements of the matrix A and 1J 
b .. be the elements of the matrix B, then the sum A + B is the matrix 
1J 
whose elements are a .. + b., obtained by adding corresponding elements 
1J 1J 
of A and B. 
To illustrate, consider the m,atrices A and B as follows: 
2 -2 3 -3 1 4 
A = -1 4 1 B = 2 -5 0 
0 -3 5 d -1 -2 
then 
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-1 -1 7 
A+ B = 1 -1 1 
3 -4 3 
The operation of multiplication of a scalar k and.the matrix A is 
defined to be the matrix.ol:>tained.from multiplying eve:ry element in 
the.matrix A by the .scalar k •. By a scalar, we mean.any real nl.lmber. 
then 
To illustrate; consider the matrix.A and scalar k: 
A= 
ani.1 a· m2 am3 
the scalar product is 
kail •. ka12 ·. ka13 
ka21 ka22 ka23 
kA = 
ka 
ml kam2 kam3 
. • 
• . . 
. . . 
. 
a 2n 
a 
mn· 
kaln 
ka2n· 
ka 
mn 
The operation .of matrix multiplication is more.complicated. For 
a.particular example of matri~ multiplication let A be of order 2 by 
3 and matrix B of order 3 by 2 •.. Th~n the product .matrix A·B is the 
matrix 
A"B = 
= 
fi1 
b1 
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The product matrix is order 2 by 2. In order for the multiplication 
operation to be defined, tbe number of columns in the matrix A must 
be the·same·number.as rows in the matrix B. For some examples, con-
sider the following: 
A order of 2 by 3 
B order of 3 by 4 A·B order of 2 by 4. 
A order· of 3 by 1 
B order· of 1 by 2. A·B order of 3 by 2. 
A order of 2 by 4 
B order of 3.by 2 A•B undefined. 
Notice that matrix .multiplication is.not always commutative. That is, 
A·B is not.equal to B~A for all,A and B. · 
To illustrate, consider the-following:. 
A= ~ -2 -J 2 -1 0 B = 3. -2 
4 1 
then 
A·B = 
·~ j 
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but. 0 -4 7 
B"A - · -1 -6 11 
6 -8 11 
Of course it is possible for the product matrix A·B to be defined and 
B·A not defined. Such would be the case if A is of order 2.by .3 and 
B of order 3 by 4. A·B would be:of order 2 by 4 and B•A undefined. 
Exercises 21. 
21.1 G:i,.venthe two matrices A and·B as follows: 
3 -1 2 1 2 -3 0 
A = 6 -2 -4 B = -5 4 c = -2 6 
1 0 5 3 -1 4 -5. 
find: 
a. k.A where scalar k is 2. 
b. B + C 
c. A·B 
d. A+ B 
e. B•C 
21.2 Write a program.in FORTRA~ IV to perform the following task; 
a. Read from a,data.card a value form, n, k; 1 where m ani;l n 
give the order for a matrix A; k and 1 give the order for 
a matrix B. (assume m, n, k, l ~ 10) 
b. Read in,the elements of the matrix A followed by the 
elements of the matrix B. 
c. Determine A+ B if defined, If not define4, pr:i,.nt the 
message "ADDITION NOT. DEFINED." 
d. Determine A•B if defined. - If .not defined, print t4e 
message·· "MULTIPLICATION NOT DEFINED." 
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e. Write out on the .. on-li.ne printer the matrix A .and matrix :/3, 
labeled appropriately. 
f. Write out the sum A + B (if defined) and label appropriately. 
g. Write out the product A·B (if defined) and label appro-
priately. 
h. Halt execution. 
Systems of Linear Algebraic Equations 
There are many applications to.the use of matrices and matrix 
theory and one application is in the solution of a system of linear .. 
algebraic equations. Systems of linear algebraic equations arise in 
many fields of applied mathematics. Whi.le it is theoretically possible 
to use the well-known direct methods of finding the solution to such 
a system, it is impractical when the system is· of large order. Even· .. 
with the use of a computer, the problem of·round-off error for large, 
systems is a very serious problem .due to the large number of opera-
tions. 
The study will be concerned with .one basic.method for solving a 
system of linear algebraic equations, called the Gauss Reduction 
Method. 
Given a set of equations 
allxl + al2x2 + al3x3 + 
a2lxl + a22x2 + a23x3 + + a x = b2 
· 2n n 
= b 
n 
The Gauss Reduction Method is the process of eliminating one un-
known at a time which is the method generally used in introductory 
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courses in algebra but .its application is restricted to a small sy~-. 
tern. For a large set·of equations, the elimination process must be 
organized into some·orderly fashion. This method does primarily that, 
The·above system could·be written in matrix operE1-tion as follows: 
a 3 • • • a n· · nn x n 
= 
b 
n 
Since the coefficients o:l; the variables and.the constants.are the· 
only values that.operations are performed on, to simplify the process 
of elimination, these valu~s are placed into what is called the aug-
mented .matrix of the systeI11. Hence, the augmented matrix of .the above. 
system would be 
al n. 
a 22 
a· 1,n 
a 2n 
b 
n 
The Gauss Reduction technique then reduces.this augmented matrix 
to the form 
all a12 a13 . 
0 I I a22 a23 . . 
I 0 0 a33 . . 
0 0 0 
. 
. 
a lµ 
a' Zn 
a' 3n 
a' 
nn 
I 
I 
I 
I 
bl 
b' 2 
b' 3 
b' 
n 
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where all the elements below the diagonal are reduced to zero and the 
elements shown.with .a prime are values different from the original 
augmented matrix. 
The first step in the .reduction is to replace the entries in.the 
first .column by zeros, ·except for the entry a11 . This is accomplished 
by subtracting the product of the first row and ak1/a11 from the kth 
row fork~ 2, 3, , n. The result is that al<.l is replaced by O 
fork= 2, 3, ••• , n while akl and bk2 are replaced by 
where k = 2, 3, • . • , n and i = 1, 2, 3, . • • , n. 
This is equivalent to the following: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Form the ratio a21Ja11 . 
Multiply row 1 by the ratio in step 1. 
Subtract these products from row 2, term by term. 
Repeat for a31(a11, ... , a 1Ja11 and.for rows 
3, 4, ••• , n 1n steps 2 and ~'. respect1vely. 
After the above steps the augmented matrix is reduced to 
all 
0 
0 
0 
a12 
' a22 
I 
a32 
a' 
n2 
a13 . 
I 
a23 
I 
a33 . . 
' an3 · • 
aln 
. a' 2n 
a' 3n 
. a'·' 
nn 
bl 
b' 2 
b' 3 
b' n, 
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The process described above is carried out for the above excluding the 
first row and the first column. The formulas used above become 
a ll = I ( I I I ) I ki aki - ak2 a22 a2i' b' I k 
where k = . 3, 4, • • . , n and i = 2, 3, . . • , n. 
After the above process, the augmented matrix is reduced to 
all a12 
0 I a22 
0 0 
0 0 
a13 
I 
a23 
a I I 
33 
a I I 
n3 
. . 
. 
. 
• aln 
. 
. 
a' 2n 
a' I 3n 
a I I 
nn 
bl 
b' 2 
b I I 
3 
b I I 
n 
This process is repeated until all terms below the main di~gonal are 
zero. 
Then the set of equations with the reduced. augmented matrix 
written in matrix operation notation becomes 
all al.Z al3 
0 I a22. 
I 
a23 
0 0 I a33 
0 0 0 
The last·step in the process is that called 
process .which gives 
1 o; 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 . . . 
The formulas to give the last reduction are 
a = b'/a' 
n · n nn 
aln xl bl 
a' 2n X2 b' 2 
a' 3n X3 b' 3 
= 
a I . x b' 
nn n. n 
a 'back-substitution' 
0 xl 
0 x· 2 
0 X3 
1 
~n 
= 
b' 1 
b I I 
2 
b' I 3 
b I I 
n 
and this value is ·1;3ubstituted. into_ the ,next._ to the last; equation in 
the set giving 
b' - a' x 
n-1 n-1,n n 
a'· 
n-1,n-l 
or in general· 
b' - a' x - a' x . - a' x k·. kn n kzn-1 n-1 - · k k+l k+l x = ~~---,~~~~~~~----:,~~...,.....,,--~~~-'~~·~·~ 
k. akk 
where.k::: n-1, n-2, ••• , 3, 2, 1. 
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A slight variation in this standard form makes the method more. 
straight. forward and· easier to use. The operations used are· primar:;Uy 
the same·as given above·by the iterative form\,llas with the final 
augmented matrix before the back substitution being as follows: 
L I al2. 
I 
al3 
0 1 I a23 . 
0 0 1 . 
0 0 0 
a' ln 
• . 
a' 2n 
. • 
a·' 3n 
1 
b' 1 
b' 
·2 
b' 3 
b' 
n 
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Then,_ using back substitution the values of the.unknowns-can be deter-
m:i,ned. 
The steps to obtain the.above augmented matrix is as follows: 
1. Divide .row one by the element a11 • 
2. Multiply _the first row by a 21 , subtract:ing these respective 
values from the elements in the second row. 
3. Continue for rows k = 3, 4, , n. 
4. Divide the elements,in row two by the diagonal elements a22 ~ 
5. Multiply the elements in. row two -by, the el_ement a32 , sub-
tracting these respective values from the elements in.row 
three. 
6. Continue for rows k = 4, 5, ••• , n. 
7. Continue-steps 4 and 5 using the respective diagonal elements 
to create •. all zeros . in. the columns below the diagonal. ele-
ments. 
8. Use back substitution to detertnine the solution. 
Note: If the-diagonal elements should be ze:i;:o; search all _elements 
in the same column below the diagonal element·to find .a non-zero 
element. Interchange.the complete rows so that the.diagonal element 
is non-zero. If a non~zero element cannot be found, theri this implies 
there is no unique.solution to the pa:tt:tcular system. 
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Sample Problem 17: Use the Gauss Reduction Method to find an approxh 
mation to the solution of·the set of algebraic linear equations. 
2x1 + x - 3x3 = 3 2 
3x1 + 3x2 - 2x = 10 3 
x - 2x2 + X3 = -1 1 
Solution: Forming the augmented matrix, we obtain.· 
2 1 -3 3 1 1/2 . -3/2 
3 3 -2 10 
step 1 3 3 -2 
1 -2 1 -1 1 -2 1 
*3 3/2 -9/2· 
**1 1/2 -3/2 
*Product of row one 
**Product ·Of row one 
1 1/2 -3/21 3/2 1 1/2 -3/2 
I 
> 0 3/2 5/2 I 11/2 '). 0 1 5/3 
steps 2 I step 4 and 3 0 -5/2 5/2 I -5/2 0 -5/2 5/2 
*O -5/2 -25/6 
*Product of row two 
1 1/2 -3/2 I 3/2 1 1/2 -3/2 
I ) 0 1 5/2 I 11/2 ) 0 1 5/3 
steps 5 step 7 
and·6 I 0 0 20/3 I 20/3 0 0 1 
I 
3/2 
10 
-1 
9/2 
3/2 
by a21 
by a31 
3/2 
11n 
-5/2 
-55/6 
by a32 
3/2 
11/3 
1 
= 3 
= 1 
= -5/2 
From the last augmented matrix, the value for x3 can.be·seen to be 1. 
Hence x3 = 1. Now substituting this value for x3 in the .second row 
we have O·x1 + l·x2 + 5/3· 1 =.11/3, or solving for x2 we obtain 
x2 = 2. Again, substituting the values obtained for x2 and x3 into 
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the first row, we have l·x1 + 1/2· 2 - 3/2. 1 =.3/2 or solving for 
x1 we obtain x1 = 2. Hence the solution is x1 = 2, x2 = 2, and x3 1. 
Substituting this into matrix operation form we have 
2 1 -3 xl 3 
3 3 -2 x2 10 
1 -2 1 X3 -1 
2 1 -3 2 3 
or 3 3 -2 2 10 
1 -2 1 1 -1 
Since all arithmetic used in the above solution was in fractional 
form, no round-off error ocGurred. ,If we had used decimal form, re-
taining one decimal place to the right of the decimal point there 
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would have been some round-off occurring. Hence, if the computer was 
used in .. solving a system of algebraic equations, there would be a 
round-off error occurring. However, for small systems, this round-off 
error is generally not significant. But for large systems, this can 
be.a very serious,problem since the method of finding the solution 
would require a large number of operations. When using a computer, 
it would be well to create what is called the error veGtor or matrix~ 
This is obtained by finding the matrix product of the coefficient 
matrix and the solution vector and subtract:ing this from then by 1 
matrix of the constants. 
In matrix notation this is given as follows: 
Given the system 
A•X = B 
the error vector or matrix E would be given by 
E = B - A·X* 
where x* is an approximation to the solution. 
Exercises 22. 
22.1 Find the solution, if it exist, of the following systems of 
algebraic linear equations by the Gauss Reduction .Method: 
a. 4x1 + . X2 + 2x3 -· 16 b. x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 = -5 
xl + 3x2 + x3 = 10 3x1 + 5x2 - :x;3 = 6 
xl + 2x2 + 5x3 = 12 2x1 + 4x2 + 6x3 = -10 
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22.2 Use two decimal arithmetic and the Gauss Reduction Method to 
find an approximation to the solution of the following system. 
Determine the error vector or matrix for the solution obtained. 
6x -1 x -2 
-x1 + 4x2 
3x3 = 100 
-50 
3x1 + 5x3 = 75 
22,3 Write a program in FORTRAN IV to solve any nxn system of 
algebraic linear equations by the Gauss Reduction Method 
(n ~ 20). The program should be written so that the.value 
n is read from a data card followed by the coefficients and 
constants of each system. The solution should·be printed 
out labeled appropriately.along with the error vector or 
matrix. Assume the diagonal elements will. be all non-zero. 
(Allowance for zero elements in the diagonal.can be made, 
but makes the program much more difficult.) 
Hint: It will be advantageous if the constants b1 , b2 , ,,, , 
b are represented as part of the coefficient matri;x: A. i.e., 
n 
bbl can be represented as al,n+l' b2 as aZ,n+l' , , , , 
as a +l' n n,n 
Equipment Alternatives for Program Implementation 
Some computer-oriented topics can be taught without the use of a 
computer. However, it is imperative that students have access to a 
computer if maximum benefit is to be obtained from a computer-oriented 
mathematics program such as proposed in this study, 
Unknown to many educators, there are computer systems available 
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at reasonable costs·that·would provide the minimum.requirements for a· 
computer .aided instruction program •. 
There are.primarily two areas in the public school's program that 
could make use of a computer system. Thi;t of instruction and in ad-
ministrativ·e functions.· There are certain computer systems that would 
perhaps.serve one of the two.areas without providing the necessary 
hardware to serve the other. This study will consider four basic com-
puter systems, some,of which would se:rve only one,or both the above 
areas. These four·systems are: 
(1) Courier service to a computer center. 
(2) Transport~tion of students to a computer center. 
(3) Remote·terminals at the school·that permits direct 
control of a computer located elsewhere. 
(4) Acquisition of a small scale computer by the school. 
These four types of computer systems will .be described in detail 
and an estimated cost of each system to a school will be given along 
with the advantages and disadvantages of each. 
(1) A courier service provides an efficient and low-cost method 
of processing student programs. Programs are mailed or sent by mess-
enger to a computer center for execution and the results are returned 
the same way. Turnaround time would probably range from.a few hours 
to a few days, depending on the distance between the school and the. 
computer.center, and the method of transportat:lon used for transportO 
ing the programs. If the computer center used was a·center.serving a 
large metropolitan school district having several schools, a courier 
service could be used that should provide a·few hours turnaround. A 
turnaround time of 24 hours would provide an adequate turnaround time 
for a program of the type proposed by this study. 
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The availability of; a computer center ,capable of. prov:iding com_-
puter time should be very good except for schools in remote ru.ral __ 
areas. Th~re are'many commercial computer G,enters, industrial com-
panies or-un:i,.versities that-are willing to.provide such services. 
Many industrial computer centers and universities now provide 
free computer services to·schools·in-the:i.r areas. If charges.are made 
for co~puter services, they will be the.same as for any user locally. 
These charges: will .depend on.- the particular computer system in use. 
These.charges will generally range from $100 per hour.to $200 per hour 
of Central Processing Unit. (CPU) time. Th~ greater charge per hour 
does_n' t. always· imply the total cost for computing will be the great-
est. This.is because the,time·required .will .depend on,the speed of 
the particular system. i.e., a ,system having a charge of $200 per. 
hour might be four times .faster than the system having a-charge.of 
$100 per hour. 
A class-of 25 students using the.computer _in a cours~ such as is 
proposed in this study would use approximately one,hour of :CPU time a 
month. Hence, the computer cost for the suggested course of study 
would be,approximately $200 per month plus the cost.of -transporting 
the programs.- to -anc;l from the center. 
In addition, a keypunch machine wouldbe·required at.the school 
which would be at a_cost of approximately $60 per month. It would not 
be absolutely necessary for a school.to have-a keypunch available to 
the students since this service could be.obtained.at·the servinc com-, 
puter_ center at a· cost· perhaps less. than the cost. of the monthly: 
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charge for a keypunch machine. 
Disadvantages: .. 
The-main.disadvantage would be the delay in running the programs •. 
Also, such a met:hod of operation would not serve .the administrative 
needs of a school e~cept for some,very.limited functions. 
Advantages: 
The maii;i advantage·would be the.low cqst .. There would be no 
capital investment or fixed obliga~ion required,by the school., Another 
very important, but many.· times over looked,· advantage· would be the 
professional,assistanGe available at the serving cqmputer center. 
(2) Transportation of students to a computer center would allow 
the. s.tudents the opportunity. to·. physically submit, their programs and._ 
at· some installations be able to hiwe "hands-on" the . computer . to run 
their programs. Most computer centers will give a secondary.school· 
special turnaround since,the time a.school·cotild have the students at 
a computer center would be limited. Again, if a central computer sys-
tem was used to·serve several ·scqools in a large metropolitan arecJ., 
such a method of operation.could provide ,the schools·the computer on 
a scheduled basis during the school day. 
Costs: 
The costs cif a program.where the.students are transported to the 
computer facility would be the same as for the courier .service program. 
The difference would be the-cost·of .transportation of the students 
over the cost of transporting the programs., Since students would have 
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access to keypunch machines at_ the computer center, it would not .. be 
necessary tq have a keypunch at· .. the s~hool. - Th:f_s would r~sult in a 
$60 per month savings, Hence, the,cost_of -this pr<;>gram would be.just. 
the co_st: of computer time used plus the cost .. of transportation of the 
students. 
D:f_sadvantages: 
The . time required . to transport the -students to .. the coµiputer 
center. Unless the.computer.center is clos~ to the school, the.dis-. 
tance and time .could be prohibitive, 
Advantages: 
Being physically in a computer center _and observing the activi-
ties would have a·. high ,motivating effect on the students, 
(3) A remote·terminal sy~tem provides the remote user with a 
means·of submitt:i,ng via communications.lines of some type, programs. 
that are to be processed .on a .central computer facility and send the. 
output back·to ,the user. 
This study will, rest:rict attention to IBM ha.rdware. However, . 
other manufacturers have similar hardware available at costs compar-
able to that.given in th;i.s study. 
There are·several remote,terminal systems available, but -this. 
study will describe three types that would support the computer assist-
ed ins tructi.onal program preposed · by this. study. · Th~ three types are· 
as .follows wi.th a _description of each: 
a. Time-sharing systems using remote·teletypewriter _terminals 
such as the IBM 2741. (Figure 25) 
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Time-sharing provides a means·of·extending a computer's capabil-
i ty to a laqfe number of s imul tanec;ms ·users.· Such a · sys tern . shares the 
computer betwe.en all o~ _the .users (terminals) of the system at a given 
time, giving each·the. impression that h~ i$ the·only user of the 
system. · A· teletypewriter terminal, relaUvely :-inexpensive, .allows· the 
user to commuriicate with the central computer system over regular 
public telephone. lineS!. ·. 
To.connect a terminal to tqe-time-sharing system, the.user dials 
the.telephone numl:>er of the.system as,if making a regular .call. The· 
computer will .answer the ·phone and respond with a high-pttched tone· 
indicating that connection has been established.. The time""'.sharing 
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system checks .. to. see if the calling terminal is valid and the user· 
number is an acceprable one for the particular terminal. This pre-
vents unauthorized users from using. the system from an authorized: 
terminal, Most time-sharing systems are conversant in many languages: 
including FORTRAN IV. 
Submission of a.new program is:accomplished by·typing it.in.one· 
line at a time, with each line conta~nin:g a line number as the first 
few characters. Consecutive lines. ar·e numbered in ascending order. 
with interval of 5 or 10 between line numbers to facilitate the .later 
addition of changes,or.corrections between st~tements without having 
to remember all·succeeding line~. 
Ea~h · line consists of a single stateme.nt in whatever language· is 
being used. When the entire program is:e;Ubmittecl, the user can.give 
the computer instructions to execute the program. Before actual exe-
cution, · the program is· compiled to produce the actual machine language 
which is placed in a queue on.the direct acc;:ess disk storage unit to 
be· ex_ecuted in turn. All users or programs are allotted small block,s 
of time (few seconds). By this allocation of time, each user exper-
iences.minimum delaye; while waiting for his output. Th~ output is 
received back on teletypewriter terminal at a rate from 10 to 15 
characters per second. Thts.is slow.compared to a high sp_@ed on-line 
printer, but for the ty,pe programs generally processed from a term-. 
inal, the .speed of printing the output is not critical.· 
It .is possible to store a program in some type of mass storage 
device such as a direct access disk unit. Then, the user can recall 
this program at.any time,.perhaps change the data, and get the request-
ed output. This would save,the time required to type the.program, a 
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line at a time, into the central facility each time the user wanted 
to use a program.· 
Costs: 
The cost of a time-sharing terminal system will depend on the·. 
distance from the terminal to the.central computer facility. Also, 
the charges for various commercial time-"sharing systems vary consider-
able, but below is a representative cost of such a system. 
~Terminal (includes maintanance) 
·Cost of communication equipment (two data 
sets plus control unit) 
•Monthly cost of telephone transmission 
·Central Processing Unit, (CPU) $200/hour 
used. Approximate time for one.terminal 
for one month 
Disadvantages: 
•Cost compared to computing time obtained. 
•Limited to certain types of programs. That is, 
to programs not requiring a large ammmt of 
output. 
·Time required to type in new programs. 
Advantages: 
·Faster turnaround than by courier service. 
·Low cost compared to acquisition of a computer. 
$85/month 
100/month 
$3/month/airr mile 
200/month 
·Motivating effect of hands-on control of computer. 
•Experience on the use of remote terminals that are used 
extensively in colleges and industry. 
·Would not require professional staff to support and operate 
facility. 
·Access to large library of programs available on a large 
central computer system. 
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(b) Time-sharing system using remote typewriter terminals with 
attached card reader such as the IBM 1050. 
This type system is basically the same as described in (a). The 
main difference is that the IBM 1050 terminal has a card reader capable 
of reading 150 cards per minute. This would allow a user to prepare 
his source deck on a keypunch machine prior to connecting the terminal 
to the time~sharing system by dialing as described in (a). Although 
the IBM 1050 card reader is slow cQmpared to an on-line card reader, 
it would be faster than the keying in,of information on an IBM 2741. 
typewriter terminal. 
Costs: 
·Terminal (includes maintenance) 
·Cost·of communication equipment (two data 
sets plus control unit) 
·Monthly cost of telephone transmission. 
•Central Processing Unit (CPU) @$200 per 
hour approximate time for one terminal for 
one month 
·Keypunch machine 
Disadvantages: 
·cost compared to computing time obtained. 
$240/month 
100/month 
$3/month/air mile 
200/month 
60/month 
•Limited to certain type of programs as with the 2741 terminal. 
·Card reader slow compared to on-line card reader. 
Advantages: 
·Same as for the IBM 2741 terminal. 
•Permits preparation of programs·on punched cards prior 
to submitting. 
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(c) Remote batch ,processing terminal such as the IBM 2780 Data 
Transmission .Terminal (Figure 26). 
The object of this type of system is to provide a means of handl-
ing a large number of programs being submitted at a·remote terminal 
via communications lines. Generally, the remote user will prepare his 
program on punched cards just as hewould if he had a computer of his 
own. This input deck is read approximately at 250 cards per minute 
and sent to the central computer by communication lines with necessary 
control cards. The output can .. either be sent back. by communication 
lines to the line printer which can print approximately 150 lines per 
minute or retained at the central facility. A remote batch processing 
terminal will enter a jo~ or program into the regular batch job stream 
as if the program.had been submitted at the central·computer facility, 
If the central computer facility is.a large configuration capable of. 
operating with multipartitions, the remote batch processing terminals 
can be in a batch partition dedicated to such terminals so that jobs 
or programs submitted from the terminals will o.nly compete against.one 
another instead of all users st1bmitting programs at the central facil-
it:y. 
Costs: 
·2780 Data Transmission Terminal $1055/month 
·Data Adapter Unit 314/month 
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CARD 
.READER/PUNCH 
•Communication Equipment 
·Monthly cost of telephone transmission 
•Central Processing Unit. (CPU) @$200 per hour 
approximate time .for one·terminal with 
50 users 
·Supplies (cards and paper) 
·Keypunch machine 
Disadvantages:· 
·Cost of communication equipment. 
·Monthly cost of telephone transmission. 
•Slow reaqer/punch compared to on-line.unit. 
Advantages: 
344/month 
$3.75/month/ 
air mile 
400/month 
100/month 
60/month 
•Faster processing than by teletypewriter terminals. 
•Have access to a large computer system with bate~ 
job capabilities at low cost. 
•Would not require professional staff to support.and 
operate·system, 
·Motivating effect of hands-on.use. 
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(4) The availability of second-generation computers at a very 
reasonable cost should make it possiple for secondary schools to. 
acquire their own stand-alone computer facility. In the early .1960's 
many universities .installed second-generation computers s~ch as the .. 
IBM 1620. These machines proved to be very dependable and reliable 
which served the needs of the universities until the.number of users 
and the demand. for more.sophisticateQ computer equipment required a 
larger system such as the IBM 7000 series. The IBM 1620 computer 
proved to be·an excellent machine for instruction and in particular 
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the.scientific users. It is easy·to learn to use and does not.require 
highly skilled technic;al personnel to maintain adequate -_operations .. 
such as the more sophisticated systems.· 
Another small,scale computer system available at reasonable cost 
is the popular IBM 1130 system. This system has many features not 
available on the IBM 1620, one of which is the capability of being 
used as .. a remote terminal st,1ch as the. IBM 2780 Data Transmission 
Terminal described in the previous section. 
A small.scale computer facility at a school'would be useful in 
othe.r ways, particularly .in various administrative applications. 
These might include payroll,preparation, .accounting, keeping attend-
ance records, keeping records for pupils, and the scheduling of 
classes. 
Although a.small scale computer such as the IBM 1620 would not 
require a highly professional trained person to maintain the system 
it would be necessary to have a knowledgeable person to direct the 
computer activities. If the comp~ter is used in connection with the 
mathematics curriculum as presented in.this study, the instructor of 
the course should be able to provide the necessary direction to develop 
the.computer program. Also, computer manufacturers generally provide 
assistance to any installation on~ regular basis, both with person-
nel and materials·such as manuc;als and available programs fe>r the 
particular computer system in use. 
A minimum configuration.necessary for a computer-oriented course, 
of study such as is proposed in this study would be as follows: 
a. Computer Central Processing Unit 
b. Co~sole Typewriter Unit 
c. Reader/Punch Unit 
d. Keypunch Machine 
Costs: . 
. "IBM 1620 Computer with card reader/punch 
and console typewriter (20K core storage) 
• IBM 1:130 Computer with c~rd reader I punch 
and console typewriter (4K core ·storage) 
• Keypunch ,Ma'chine 
·Supplies (cards and console typewriter paper) 
$1/student per mon,th. Cost ,for 50 students 
$633/month 
900/month 
60/month 
SO/month 
1620 System Total. $743/month 
1130 System Total $1010/month. 
Disadvantages: 
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•Space and air conditioning necessary for computer installation. 
·Some degree .of direction needed. 
•Cost per student if used in only one ,or two. courses •. 
Advantages: 
·Computer available .at all times at a fixed cost. 
•Motivating effect of actual .operation of computer. 
•Serve both ·in~tructional and administrative needs. 
CHAJ;>TER V 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The-advent of the computer and the use-of it has had a signifi-
cant influence on the curriculum at all,levels o;f education. In.the 
past ten years there . has been an incr:easing percentage of secondary --
school and in particular, college graduates whose careers are intim~te-
ly connected with high speed.computing. 
Recent._ stud:i,es show that c9nsiderably more than a. quarter of the, 
students.graduating from college witl;i a major in mathematics .are nqw 
work;i.ng in the computing field. Therefore, it is very important_. that 
students ;i.nterested in mathematics or the computing field be intro-
duced to the computer as soon as possible~ 
In the beginn:i,ng, computers were generally regarded as._ a device 
to solve compli<;ated mathematical problems.- Computers a:t;'e now being 
used in-many nonnumerical-tasks such as the simulation of vario~s 
types of complex systems, storage and·retrie~al of vast amo~nt of in-_ 
formation, and the design of new computers and computer systems. 
The potential of the_computer_in,education as a tool·or _aid in 
assisting instruction is now being investigated. Thi$ particular 
application is that cal.led "cqmputer-aided instruction." _Another very 
important application of the computer in education is that which might 
be called "computer-extended instruction." This application consists 
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of using the computer as an aid in learning various concepts in other 
subjects such as mathematics. The computer will permit study with 
more depth, topics that perhaps would be impossible to present without 
the use of the comp4ter. 
This study is intended to provide a suggested computer related 
course as a part of the mathematics eurriculum at the secondary school 
level that. will introduce the computer to potential college bound 
secondary school students. A subset of the FORTRAN IV language is. 
presented so that the student: will have the necessary knowledge to be 
able to use the computer as a tool or aid in studying some .important 
advanced mathematical topics. 
In addition, a description along with the coet, advantages, and· 
disadvantages of various.alternate computer systems are·given.that 
would enable a secondary school to implement such a course of study 
as propo1:1ed in this study. 
Recommendations 
The writer makes the following recommendations as a result of 
this study: 
1. The computer should be introduced to secondary school.college 
bound students. 
2. The most meaningful method of int:roducing the computer to 
secondary school students is in conjunction with related courses, such 
as mathematics, physics, chemistry, etc. 
3. The emphaeis in.the computer-related courses should be on the 
use of the computer as a tool or an aid and not at:tempt·to train pro-, 
fessional computer programmers. 
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4. The particular computer system used for implementation, of a, 
computer-related .course would be. determined on the distance the school 
is from an available computer.facility and the available funds for 
such a program. However, the following systems would be recommended 
in the following order: 
a. Acquisition of a small scale second generation computer 
system such as the IBM 1130 or IBM 1620 systems. 
b. IBM 2780 Data Transmission Terminal capable of handling 
a batc.h job stream. 
c. IBM 1050 Terminal capable.of reading punched cards along 
with a teletypewriter keyboard. 
d. IBM 2741 Teletypewriter Terminal. · 
e, Transporting students to a computer facility. 
f. Co~rier service where student programs .i;l,re tr.ansported to 
and from a computer facility. 
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